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A B S T R A C T
In chapter I of this thesis the Born series solution of the 
Schrodinger equation for the scattering of a structureless particle 
by a static potential is derived and known results about its radius and 
rate of convergence given. The derivation is generalised to electron-atom 
scattering in chapter II. It is proved that the second Born scattering 
amplitude satisfies relationships analagous to the optical theorem and the 
dispersion relation conjectured by Gerjuoy and Krall. Various approximate 
methods of evaluating the second Born correction to the scattering amplitude 
are discussed.
In chapter III the method used to reduce the second Born correction 
to the scattering amplitude to a sum of known integrals is given and chapter 
IV contains tlie method of evaluating these known integrals.
The results obtained from applying various forms of the simplified 
second Born approximation to elastic and inelastic collisions of electrons 
with Helium and Hydrogen atoms are presented in Chapter V. At incident 
electron energies of up to twenty times threshold a correction of between 
5% and 10% to the first Born total cross sections is obtained for the 
following collisions;- -
e + He (Is,Is) -> e + He (Is,Is) 
e + He (Is, 2s) 
e + He (ls,2p)
- 2-
For transitions between the ground state and excited d states of 
both Hydrogen and Helium atoms induced by electrons with impact energy 
of twenty times threshold the correction to the first Born total cross 
section is less than 3%, apart from the excitation of the 3^D state of 
Helium when it is 15%. Differential and total cross sections are given 
for the excitation of model doubly excited states of Helium.
-3-
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The simplest non-trivial problem in the quantum theory of
scattering is that of the scattering of a monoenergetic beam of particles
of constant flux by a fixed static conservative potential. Let an incident
particle have mass y and initial momentum k_. The wave function describing
ik. r
such a beam of particles has the form e — — . Suppose the potential
XV (r^) is such that its effect is negligible at large values of r. X is
a dimensionless constant introduced for convenience. In this so called
asymptotic region the wave function representing the outgoing scattered
ikr
particles has the form —  , and since the magnitude of this scattered
part depends on the angle through which the particles are scattered, the 
wave function describing the system will have the asymptotic form
Jk r ikr , ,,?U)~
* r*^co r
(1.1)e I.
f(8,0) is called the scattering amplitude. For (1.1) to be valid the 
potential XV(r) must satisfy the condition
r XV (i:)
r - ^ o o
= 0 (1.2)
and as a result the coulomb potential is excluded. The coulomb potential 
distorts spherical and plane waves even at large distances from its centre.
The number of particles per unit time scattered into solid angle 
d^2 , about the direction (0,îz5), is proportional to the incident flux of 




section 1(8,0) and has the dimensions of area. By comparing the fluxes 
of the incident and scattered waves in the asymptotic region it follows 
that O
I (^ 5 = If (0j/j
The total cross section Q is defined as
Since the potential is conservative the total energy of the system
remains constant and equals the initial.kinetic energy of the particle
(E =   ) . The unperturbed Hamiltonian of the particle is H (£) =
2y 
«2 2
-  V and the wave function Y (r_) satisfies the time-independent
24 -
Schrodinger equation




where the dependence of H ,V and Y“ on r is understood. Since H is 
^ O S — o
an hermitian operator its eigen values are real and it follows that if W
is complex then the operator (W-H^ ) has no zero eigen values. Consequently
-1if W=E±ie , where E and e are both real, then (W-H^) is well defined.
- 6-
Operating on both sides of (1.6) with (E-H^ ± i e)~^ gives
where (p^  is any solution of
(1.7)
( H ,  -  E  +  i  e )  f .  =  0 .
(1.8)
Let be a member of the set of eigen functions of
= 0 . (1.9)
Then  ^ j
E - H q ± 0 £  “ E  + c £
so, using the closure property of the eigen functions of an hermitian 
operator, (1.7) becomes
î ' / y  = fe W . X Z f f W  dr' (1.10)
or
. f u ) .  ) , • >  W i ) x t y ) | v ( r i i r ‘ y j >
rji r l  i  e - e „ i u  .
in Dirac's notation. In the limit as e-K) (1.6) reduces to the 
Schrodinger equation (1.5). We define tlie two Green's functions of the 
operator (E-H^) by
±  U  I _  U  5
~ £*>0 a  ± î £ (1.11)
and obtain as the two independent solutions of (1.5)
—  7—
(1.12)
where c|)^ is any solution of the homogeneous equation
( ^ o - B ) f g  = 0 .  (1-13)
A second order differential equation has two independent solutions 
which depend on the boundary conditions of the problem. When transforming 
a differential equation to an integral equation, the boundary conditions 
of the differential equation become implicitly contained in tlie integral 
operators of the integral equation. Consequently the two solutions of
(1.5) become the solutions of the tv/o integral equations (1.12) with
- j-  —
different integral operators G and G . It will be shown in the nexto o
section that G^ represents an outgoing spherical wave boundary condition
and G an incoming spherical wave boundary condition, 
o
In general it is not possible to find an exact solutidn of (1.12), so 
a method of approximating to the correct solution must be used. In this
\
thesis an iterative method of solving (1,12) is investigated. The solution
+
of (1.12) to zeroth order., in X is (j)^. Substituting (j)^ for Y in the right
hand side of (1.12) gives a first order solution. Repeating this process
+
produces a sequence of wave functions Y^ defined by
Y“ = (f)o o
Y" = <j) + X G " V Y "n+1 o o n
which, hopefully, converges to the exact solution of the integral 
equation (1.12) i.e.
^ rit/rt\/rn ^ (1.14)0 + ....
— 8“
± ■ ■
This is called the Born series for Y and its convergence and rate of 
convergence are discussed in section four of this chapter.
1.3 The Scattering Amplitude
The scattering amplitude is determined by the asymptotic form of the 
+
wave functions Y . This asymptotic form is simply derived from the
+ ^
exact expression for Go
The eigen values and eigen functions of (1.9) are
^2^2 _3/2 i k. r
  and (2it) e —  where K can take any value. Consequently
2U
the summation over n in (1,11) must be replaced by an integration over 
the entire K space, giving , •
Let K have co-ordinates (K, 0, 0) in spherical polar co-ordinates 
whose polar axis is parallel to (£“ £.')• The angular integrations 
are easily evaluated to give
—  09
Consider the contour integral in the complex plane
i R h - x j
k / K
£




Let the contour C be along the real axis from -R to +R , then
around the semicircle of radius R, centre the origin, in the upper half 
plane. As R ->• «> the contribution to this integral from the semicircle
/ 2
vanishes. There is a simple pole of the integrand at K =y k +i2ye
— 9-




Taking the limit as e O







Similarly one can show that G (r,r ) = — — — ,,
° - -  2rr1fi^ If-jr'l
To determine the scattering amplitude, the asymptotic form of
+ •
G^ (r_, r^ ') as r -> o® is required. When r > r'




where k' = kj;. The term 0 occuring in (1.12) is any solution of — — o
r
(1.13), and since we are considering an incoming particle of momentum 
k we choose = e — , The asymptotic form of Y"(^) is then
f ' l i j  e
Ck,j:
i iki
e v i / i f u U r : (1.16)
We can now clearly see the difference between the two solutions
+ — '
Y . Y represents a scattered incoming spherical wave, which is physically
unreasonable, whilst Y^ represents an outgoing spherical wave, which
is our required solution. By comparison with (1.1)
- i h ' . î
t \ i i i i  r u i  d s ‘ (1.17)
- 10-
i k ^ üc ^where e —  is a solution of (1.13) and shall be denoted by
(JE.' ) • It represents a scattered particle of momentum k moving
"t*
in the direction k_'. If we replace Y by its Born series (1.14) 
we obtain a Born series for the scattering amplitude:-
fie,
Hie first term in this series is called the first Born scattering 
amplitude, and the second term, the second Born correction to the 
scattering amplitude.
An alternative method of defining the scattering amplitude is in 
terms of the transition operator T, defined by the equation
T f a  = .
T satisfies the integral equation
T  = X V  t A V G - „ T
and has a Born series expansion
T = X V  + a*vgv!’v +  .
18)
1.4 Convergence of the Born Series
In this section it is shown that under suitable conditions the infinite 
series (1.14) converges to the solution of the integral equation (1,12).
One approach is to solve the integral equation by the Fredholra method, 
obtaining a solution of the form
= %Uj +  ^ 0 {X ; 1, jr') fg {x'] dt'
- 11-
where d(X) and D(X; r_, r_') are power series: in X . This solution
converges for all X (except in "pathological" cases), and it can be
shown that the radius of convergence of the Born series for Y (£) is
I X I where X is the smallest zero of d(X). (c.f. Jost and Pais (1951))
' c ' c
The approach described in this section is that of Manning (1955). 
Essentially, it involves a terra by term comparison of the Born series 
with a series that is known to converge. It gives a simple derivation 
of the earlier results of Zemach and Klein (1958) and Kohn (1954)^  
who used similar methods. For convenience, we shall set X to unity 
and only consider the Y^ wave function. Consequently we are investiga­
ting the convergence properties of the Born series solution to the 
integral equation
The basis of this approach is the Banach-Weissinger theorem for 
iterative processes. In its most general form it is concerned with 
elements of a Banach space S. If the elements of S are denoted by 
f f ^  ... then they satisfy the following three Axioms :-
1. They form an abelian group with respect to an operation
which we shall call addition and denote by +.
11. The set is "normed". That is for every element f £ S
there is defined a real non-negative number || f|], called 
the norm of f, which has the following properties:-
(i) 1 I af I I = I a] X I] f I I where f e S and a is an
arbitary complex number.
(ii) I I f +  g 1 I 4  I I f I I + I I 9 I I where f, g e S.
- 12-
(iii) Il f II > 0  for f ^  8 where f e S and 0 is the null 
element of S.
111. S is complete. That is for every sequence {f^} e S 
with the property that
there exists an element f e S such that
The Banach Weissinger theorem can be stated as follows:- 
Let F be a single valued mapping of a Banach space S into itself 
which satisfies for every f and g e S
with a < 1. Let f be an element of S. f_ is defined as f. = F(f ).o 1 1 o
Suppose that || f^ - f^ || is finite and S contains all elements h 
in the sphere
Then the sequence f^, f^, f^ ... defined by
(1-24)71+1
is contained in the sphere (1.23) and converges (in the sense of (1.21)) • 
to a unique element f which also lies in the sphere and has the property
L " F(fJ. (1.25)
Furthermore
o<
ITcT Ilia"£-.11I - <x
a (1.26)
o<
.< T - r  II f, - £ III - oC
- 13-
Consi'der the set of continuous functions of x = (x^,..x^).
They form an abelian group under addition and a convenient choice of norm
IS
i t w i
W  M
(1.27)
where W(x) is a fixed, finite, continuous, real, positive function of x. 
With this norm the set {i|j^ (x )} forms a Banach space and satisfies the 
condition (1.23). Define tlie functional F to be
(1.28)
Then the Born series of approximations to the solution of the integral 
equation Y = F(Y) is generated by
=  ,  ta,.
Consider two arbitary elements f, g e Then
llF(fj-F(^)lj =
= l l J ^ g l x y ) V ( x ' } [ f l x y ^ U ' ) ] d x ' l j
4 c< II f  -  f  II
where c(= ^
X W  (%)
(1.29)
Consequently if a < | the condition (1.22)of the Banach-Weissinger theorem
is satisfied and the Born series converges to the exact solution. Since 
+




^  1 - 0<^11 til
- 14-
and so we have a bound on the error of stopping the iteration after n 
steps. Similar results can be obtained for the scattering amplitude and 
the transition operator.




Making the choice W(r) = | gives a sufficient condition for the 
convergence of the Born series, namely that
/
—  »
I  (jrj < I (1.31)
"here , . /U. f J X i l lL  J f
Another convergence criterion is obtainable from the functional
which generates the Born series ib =F* (ib _ ) , = 6 . Consider two ^ ^n+1 n-1 o o
arbitary elements f, g e { }. Then
II F I f)-F G-gll,J:'}V(j:'}(rg 4"
Let
then (If 7/J-FÏyJII 'Ijf^ ()(, (r,Y')V(.'j[f (-T I
auli TIUl Ilf-fi
where we have set W(r) = 1 and defined
(1.34)
— 15—
Thus a sufficient condition for the convergence of the Born 
series is that
II ^11 I(jr} <1 , (1.35)
The importance of this result is that Zemach and Klein (1958) have shown that
I I 9  I I  = O provided the potential V(r^ ) satisfies the conditions;-
(i) I (r_) < “ for all r_
(ii) I (r^) is a continuous function of r,
(iii) I (£) = O (£) as r .
r
Consequently a' = 0  and since , (1.30) implies
llî- f j . o  .
Thus in the high energy limit the Born series converges to its first
term 6 . 
o
1.5 Pade Approximants and the Schwinger Variational Principle
The |[n ,mJ Pade approximant to a series
2g (A) =g^ + Ag^ + A +....
is defined (Wall 1948) as the ratio 
. [n ,m] =
where P^(A) and Q^(A) are polynomials in A of order N and M 
respectively. They are uniquely defined by the equations
3 = F„(A) t  D (x  ] ,
Q„(o) = 1.
We can write the Born series (1.18) for the scattering amplitude as
f = Xf,  ^X*j%+...  U.36,
where
— 16—
The |l, ]J Pade approximant to this infinite series (1.36) is
There is, however, an independent method of obtaining the 
approximation (1.37) to the scattering amplitude. Schwinger has 
shown that the expression (1.38) below for the scattering amplitude 
is stationary with respect to small variations in the wave functions
ip. and 
1 -s
and \p  ^ are both solutions of the Schrüdinger equation (1.5) and 
have asymptotic forms
Y . ( h )  -  e'-‘- t  f
I- - V  ftO «
(1.38)
ik . r
If trial plane waves are chosen for \p. and \p i.e. = e —i —* and
-ik .r 1 -s 1





Throughout the remainder of this thesis the frame of reference for
the study of collisions will be the centre of mass frame. That is the
centre of mass of the system of bodies will be assumed fixed and the
bodies moving relative to it. Also only collisions between an atom (A)
and a structureless charged particle (B) will be considered. The effects
of exchange will be ignored since they are expected to be small in the
energy range to be investigated.
The Hamiltonian of this system can be divided into three parts.
One part represents the relative motion of the particle and the atom.
*2 2
This has the form - %  where R denotes the relative position
2y R —
of the bodies and y the reduced mass of the two bodies i.e. if m^ 
and Dig are the masses of the atom and particle respectively, y = .
Secondly a part representing the internal motion of the atom.
This is the Hamiltonian of the unperturbed atom H^ and satisfies 
the Schrüdinger equation
(2.1)
where r denotes the coordinates of the bound electrons relative to the 
—A '
thnucleus, and the energy and wavefunction of the n state of the 
atom. Lastly there is the interaction potential between the particle 
and the atom. If the particle has charge Z^e and the nucleus of the 
atom charge Z^e, e being the charge on an electron, then this potential is
- 18“
Consequently, the Schrüdinger equation of the system is
f  v; f H, y  a  ( îii.rj. £ î ( R , y .
In the asymptotic region the interaction potential V(^,r^) 
is assumed to be zero so asymptotically the wavefunction 
must represent an unperturbed atom and a freely moving particle.
If the atom is initially in state i and the particle has momentum 
k. then initially the asymptotic form of the wavefunction is 0 VJCf)j
and the total energy of the system E = —^ —  + e^. After the
collision the atom will be in some arbitrary but accessible final
state f, the particle will have been scattered into some arbitrary
direction, denoted by the angles (0,(|>) and by the conservation of
h^k*
energy will have momentum k^, where E = — —  + e^. By an accessible 
state of an atom it is meant that the incident particle has sufficient 
energy to excite tha’t state of the atom. The wavefunction of the 
scattered particle will be a spherical wave centered on the centre 
of mass of the colliding particles. However the probability of the 
particle being scattered into a certain direction will be a function 
of that direction so the asymptotic form of the total wavefunction is
J  £(±J (2.4)
and is the scattering amplitude for the transition from state i
to state f. The number of particles per unit time which excite state 
f. of the atom and are scattered into solid angle cLSi , about the direction 
(8,^ ) is proportional to the incident flux of particles,. The factor 
of proportionality is-called the differential cross section for the 
transition from state i to state f , I^ (^0,(|)). By comparing the fluxes 
of the incident and scattered waves in the asymptotic region it
— I 9 -
follows that
The total cross section for the transition from state i to f is
(2.5)
-  J  (dy)dji (2.6)
and the total cross section
Q - 2 (2.7)
7
where the summation is over all accessible states of the atom.
2.2 The Born Series for Structureless Particle-Atom Scattering.
The derivation of the Born series for the total wavefunction of 
a structureless particle-atom collision is very similar to that for 
potential scattering. Consider the two differential equations
IE - 4  - vis,y  7  (i,Aj
where E and e are real. Operating on both sides of (2.8) with
- J
the well-defined operator [ £ *“ (-i/l) ^ + L 6 j
where is any solution of
(F i i e j f '  ( i ^ r j  - 0 ,  (2.10)
- a o ~
Consider the separable equation
(2.11)
By comparison with (2.1) and the Schrüdinger equation of a free particle
it is clear that the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of (2.11) are
ii.R■ l3,l
and
- -  V  •
(2.12)
Using the closure properties of eigenfunctions
r _
where I denotes a summation over all the discrete states of the
atom and an integration over all the continuum states. Energy is
conserved in this collision,so if the atom is in state n the particle
n
will have momentum whose magnitude is given by E = • ■ .
In Dirac’s notation (2.9) is
7fJi
13)
- I l  -
In the limit as £->0 (2.8) reduces to the Schrüdinger 
equation (2.3) and (2.10) reduces to (2.11). Since the atom is 
initially in state i and the particle has momentum we choose 
^  ^  (jT/)) . Consequently (2.13) becomes
+using results contained in section 1.3. Substituting from (2.16)
into (2.14) gives the wavefunction with the correct asymptotic form 
(i.e. outgoing scattered particles), namely .^
(2.17)
X t
Comparing (2.17) with (2.4) gives the expression for the scattering 
amplitude from state i to state f
^ (4 )V (f , )T* 1^ ,4 )
+ ik .R
The zeroth order solution of (2.14) is ¥ (R,r,) = e d>. (r^ )o —  —A 1 -A
and substituting this into (2.18) gives the first Born approximation to 
the scattering amplitude,
- 2 2 -
The first order solution of (2.14) is
Substituting the second term of the right hand side into (2.18) gives 
the second B om correction to the scattering amplitude
,4 (2.20)
^ x d U r , d B d 4
f c  I  fcslVMtbl 4
where (2,15) has been used. The expressions (2.19) and (2.20) can be 
further simplified by using Bethe's integral
I.-» iJs.R
d l
Using (2,2) for the interaction potential ^ j
f V U .jJ  ii
f( leàjrm’
The integral I(f,i;K) is defined as
J(f,t;i) r J f f y  ^ - 2 j  f i W  4 (2.22)
and the expressions for the Bom scattering amplitudes become
-23~
(2.24)
2.3 Identities satisfied by the Second Born Scattering Amplitude.
The fact that particles are neither created nor destroyed during 
a collision produces a relationship called the optical theorem. It 
states that the imaginary part of the forward elastic scattering amplitude 
is proportional to the total cross section (see (2.7)).
(2.25)
where we now explicitly show the dependence of f^^ and Q on
the relative energy of the colliding bodies.
It is generally believed that the for^/ard elastic scattering
amplitude for electron-atom collisions has the following analytic
2
properties in the complex k plane. (Gerjuoy and Krall (I960)).
2
It is an analytic function of k with the exception of poles at
the positions of the bound states of the electron-atom system and
2
a cut along the real k axis. Also the combination
is a polynomial bounded in the complex plane v;here f^^ and f^^ 
are the first Born approximations to the direct and exchange 
scattering amplitudes respectively. If there are no bound states of 
the electron-atom system below the threshold for elastic scattering 
(as with Helium) these properties give one the dispersion relation
h Q i b  ) Jr.*
(2.26)
- I l -
It will now be shown that the second Born scattering amplitude 
satisfies identities analagous to these two relationships. The 









ft "0 i (2.27a)
where P denotes the principle part of the integral and 5 (r)
is the dirac delta function, k is the wavenumber of the incident
n
electron when the target atom is in some intermediate state n.
If the energy of this state n relative to the initial state of the
2 2 2 2 2 2 
atom is A ry (3b ergs, then k = k .  - A . If k. > A then the
n > n i n i n
2
state n is accessible, k^ is positive and (2.27à) hol(3s. However,
2 2 2if the state n is inaccessible (i.e. k. < A ) then k is negative








The first Bom total cross section for the transition from
state i to state n is (cf (2.5) and (2.6))
%




2 2 2 2 
where K = k. + k - 2k.k cos0 = (k. - k ) . The axis of 
1 n i n  —1 —n . '
quantisation of the atom is chosen parallel to K so that the matrix 
element I(n,i;^) is independent of the azimuthal angle 0 of K(K,0,(|)) .
- 1 5 -
Using the identity (2.27a) the imaginary part of the second Born correction 
to the forward elastic scattering amplitude from the n^^ intermediate
state is
= n I— / J
_ k; AÛ'C
4-Tf5
If the n^^ state is inaccessible then the incident electron has
insufficient energy to excite that state and hence the first Bom
approximation to the total cross section for the excitation of that
state is zero. Also in this case the.imaginary part of the second
Born correction vanishes since the identity (2.27b) holds rather
than (2.27a) and the former has no imaginary part. Consequently (2.30)
thholds whether tlie n state of the atom is accessible or not. The 
first Born elastic scattering amplitude is purely real. Summing 
over all states of the atom gives
which is analagous to the optical theorem, (2.25).
From (2.24) and (2.27a) .
where ^  has coordinates (q,0,^) with respect to spherical polar 
coordinates with polar axis k^. The axis of quantisation is chosen 
parallel to (q ~ k^) . Consider the vector K(K,a,cj)) defined by
(2.31)
Pakd
K = q - k .
“3. b -
It can be easily shown that
2  - a  1.2.
fût 0 . ; K
2 . 2  . 2
^  (C* + 2(cki«y«
where A = k. - k and that as q varies over all space so does K.n 1 n —
If the state n is inaccessible then the identity (2.27b) 
must be used instead of (2.27a) and this gives
?!”> a
0
Applying the same transformation as above one obtains
f ----------------------- Ù ï i f î -----
and consequently the same expression for RL is obtained
whether tlie intermediate state n is accessible or not. Replacing 
q and 6 by K and V ( = cos a) and integrating over 0 gives
f j o ^ l  --1   ^ .
Now substitute for V in terms of I- defined by
t- K - k kj " ^ n,
K ( k ^ + W
to obtain ^
«  -- ^  ( ^ f f
2 K




If < A then that state is inaccessible and hence Q? ((%. ) = 0 for.^ . < A 
i 1*1 im Î  ^ n
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Suinraing over all states of the atom gives
(2.33)
which is analagous to the dispersion relation (2.26).
Bransden and McDowell (1970) have used (2.25) and (2.26) to 
calculate the forward elastic scattering amplitude for electron-Helium 
atom scattering. The values of the total cross section they adopted 
are in close agreement with the first Bom total cross section 
(derived from the accurate results of Bell, Kennedy and Kingston (1969) 
and Bell and Kingston (1969)) above 200eV. These authors used 
raany-parameter correlated wavefunctions in their calculations.
The principle contribution to the integral (2.26) comes from the 
region about the pole at k^^and also above 200eV the exchange scattering 
amplitude is negligible. It follows that Bransden and McDowell's 
forward scattering amplitudes are in close agreement with tlie exact 
forward second Born scattering amplitude, f^^ + f^? , above 200eV.
2.4 Simplification Approximations
To exactly evaluate the second Born correction to the scattering 
amplitude (2.24) it is necessary to sum over all states of the atom.
In practice this is very difficult (c.f. Newstein (1955)) and some 
method of approximating to the infinite summation must be used. To 
date, at least six methods have been used in tlie literature.
Much of the earlier work on the second Born approximation involved 
truncating the infinite summation after including a few states.
(c.f. Kingston, Moiseiwitsch and Skinner (1960 a,b), Kingston and 
Skinner (1961), Pomilla and Shapiro (1964), Taylor and Burke (1964), 
Moiseiwitsch and Perrin (1965), Hertel and Rost (1971))
For the forward elastic scattering of electrons by Hydrogen 
atoms, the summation over all states of the atom may be evaluated exactly.
as-
The wave functions of Hydrogen are known and considerable simplification 
occurs because the initial .and final momentum of the incident electron 
are equal and parallel. Holt (1972) has calculated the exact second 
Bom scattering amplitude in this case. His results are presented in 
Table 1 together with the results of including only states up to and 
including those with principle quantum number three. It is clear that 
the truncation approximation inadequately represents the infinite sum.
This is because the contribution from the continuum states to the 
infinite suip is large and this contribution is not accounted for by the 
truncation approximation.
Massey and Mohr (1934) replaced k^ in the denominator of (2.24) 
by a constant, k^^, independent of n and used the closure property 
of wavefunctions to evaluate the infinite sum. This type of approximation 
is called a simplifying approximation. Massey and Mohr chose k^^ to be 
k^, the initial momentum of the incident particle. If one writes
^  (2.34)
then is the energy, in atomic units, of some "average" state
relative to the initial state of the atom, Massey and Mohr chose
A to be zero. However, this choice gives rise to an infinite 
av
imaginary part for tie forv/ard elastic scattering amplitude.
Rothenstein (1954) used this approach to calculate total cross
sections for the excitation of the 2p state of Hydrogen and Helium
atoms by electron impact.
Moiseiwitsch and Williams (1959) chose k to be the momentumav
that the incident particle would have if the atom was in a state of
principle quantum number two (i.e. A = E_)., av 2
Moiseiwitsch (1963) showed that for elastic electron-Hydrogen 
atom collisions the Massey .Mohr approximation is equivalent to taking 
an infinite value for the polarizability of the target atom. He further 
showed that if one set to ftie energy of the level with principle
quantum number three- then the correct value for the diple polarizability 
of the target atom is obtained.
Holt and Moiseiwitsch (1968) suggest an amalgamation of 
the truncation and simplifying approximations, which will be 
called the H M approximation, (cf Holt and Moiseiwitsch (1969),
Holt (1969 and 1972), Holt, Hunt and Moiseiwitsch (1971 a,b)).
The contributions to the infinite sum from the lowest states are 
evaluated exactly and the simplifying approximation used to evaluate 
the contribution from higher states. If all states up to and including 
those of principle quantum number N are included explicitly then 
k^^ is set to k^^^ in the simplifying approximation.
From Table 1 the H M approximation is a great improvement over 
the truncation approximation, being about 5% from the exact answer.
For electron-Helium atom scattering it was shown in section 2.3 that the 
Bransden and McDowell dispersion relation real part of the forward 
elastic scattering amplitude was a close approximation to the exact 
second Born scattering amplitude. In Table 2 the dispersion relation 
values are compared with those given by the H M approximation. They 
differ by at least 30%.
Birman and Rosendorff (1968) used a method, similar to the
H M approximation, to calculate elastic electron-Helium atom differential
cross sections. The ground state was included explicitly and closure
used to approximate to the contribution from the remaining states.
However A^ ^^  was considered to be a free parameter chosen to fit the
experimental data of Hughes et al. (1932), It was found that A^^
varied with incident energy but was equivalent to a state well into the
continuum of the Helium atom. (i.e. for 700eV electrons A = 3.5*&).av
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In this thesis a variant on the H M approximation is proposed.
The lower lying states are included explicitly and chosen so as
to reproduce the forward elastic scattering amplitudes of Bransden
and McDowell, Consequently this approximation yields the exact
second Born forward elastic scattering amplitude. Since k^^ is
determined from the total cross section, it is not inconsistent to
assume it to be independent of the transition.considered or the
angle through which the particle is scattered.
It is found that A is a function of the energy of the incident av
2
particle and that for any given energy k^  ^ , different values of
2 2A^^ are required to fit RL f(0,k^) and lmf(0,k^). The variation
of A with the number of intermediate states explicitly included av
has also been investigated. In Table 3 are presented the values of 
A^^ required to fit the scattering amplitudes of Bransden and McDowell. 
With N = 1 only the ( intermediate state is explicitly included,
N = 2 the I ^S, 2^S, 2^P and N = 3 the I^S, 2^S, 3^S, 2^P and 3^P 
states. In figures 1 and 2 the variation of the real and imaginary parts 
of the forward elastic scattering amplitude with A^^ at one energy 
is shown.
Bonham (1971) used a modified Massey-Mohr approximation. He 
chose to be (k_^ - A)^ cos0 where 0 is the angle through which 
the particle is scattered. He suggests various choices of A.
2.5 Pade Approximants and the Schwinger Variational Principle
The flflj Pade approximant (cf section (1.5)) to the 
scattering amplitude is
As with potential scattering this form can also be derived from the
Schwinger variational principle using trial wavefunctions of the
form e .
This approximation to the scattering amplitude (to be denoted by
PI) has been used by Garibotti and Massara (1971 a,b) to investigate
elastic electron-Hydrogen and Helium atom collisions. In Garibotti
and Massaro (1971 a), f?^ (8,k^ ) is evaluated using the truncation
1 a 1
approximation, only.including the states 1 S, 2 S and 2 P. In 
Garibotti and Massaro (1971 b) a variation of the H M. approximation
1 3  1
is used. Tlie contributions from the 1 S, 2 S and 2 P states are
4
explicitly included (only the 1 S state in the Helium atom case) and
A is chosen so as to make IfTT^ (0,k?)I^ stationary,
av ' 11 1 '
For electron - Hydrogen atom scattering Garibotti and Massaro
give the values of A that make IffT^ (0,k^)|^ stationary. The 
with 11 1 ,
variation^A^^ of the real and imaginary parts of the second Born 
correction to the forward elastic scattering amplitude has been 
calculated and the results are displayed in Figure 3. The wavenumber
1 1  3
of the incident electron is 4 and the 1 S, 2 S and 2 P states are
explicitly included. The exact values are taken from Holt (1972)
and the value of A used by Garibotti and Massaro is indicated,av -
(2.38)
3 1 -
It is clear that their choice of gives very poor values of
cdo 2 GR2 2
Rt (0,k^ ) and Im ■ (0,k^ ) in this case.
For electron - Helium atom scattering Garibotti and Massaro do
not give the values of A^^ that make |f^^^ (0,k^)|^ stationary.
However, using a different Helium ground state wavefunction (3.5)
to Garibotti and Massaro, we find that for the scattering of
500 eV electrons the stationary value of |f^^^ (0,k^)|^ occurs
when A is 9.6 atomic units. In this case only the 1 S state has 
av
been explicitly included. The values of the real and imaginary 
SB2 2parts of f^^ (0,k^) are 0.516 and 0.296 respectively, which
may be compared with the exact values (Bransden and McDowell (1970)) 
of 0.498 and 0.7. The real part of this simplified second Born 
correction is in good agreement with the exact value, but the 
imaginary part is in very poor agreement.
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2.6 Differential Cross Sections
We can write the Born series for the scattering amplitude as
where X is a dimensionless parameter introduced to show the order 
to which the interaction potential occurs in each term. If we 
truncate the series after the second term then the differential cross 
section has the form
since the first Born scattering amplitude is either purely real or 
imaginary. Definining
f J M J
then
- -  l & X l l  {*
and this will be called the full second Born approximation (denoted
by FB2). However a further term of order X^ arises from the third
Born correction term, and this may be of tlie same order of magnitude 
2 2as the a and 3 terms. The third order approximation to the 






A prefix S denotes that a simplifying approximation is used 
to calculate the second Born scattering amplitude, i.e. SRB2 denotes 
that a simpli:^ing approximation is used to calculate the second 
Born correction and (2.40) used to Calculate the differential cross 
section, SPl denotes that a simplifying approximation is used to 
calculate the second Born correction and the [^1, ]J Pade approximant
(2.38) is used to calculate the scattering amplitude.
- ’i5'~
2.7 other Theoretical Approximations.
There are many different approximations used in the theory of 
electron-atom collisions. A detailed discussion of the B o m  
approximation has-been given in the previous sections of this 
chapter. In this section three other approximations are briefly 
discussed. '
The most suitable approximation to use for a particular 
collision depends, to a large extent, on the energy of the incident 
electron. VJhen the incident electron only ha.s sufficient energy 
to excite a few states of the atom then a close-coupling type of 
approximation is required. When tlie' speed of the incident electron 
is high relative to the speed of the bound electrons of the atom, 
then the first Born approximation gives good results.
However there is an intermediate range of incident electron 
energies where both tlie first Born and the close-coupling approximations 
are expected to be invalid. The second Born approximation and the 
three approximations discussed below are all expected to be valid 
in both the intermediate and high incident electron energy ranges.
The first Born approximation to the scattering amplitude is 
(cf (2.19) and (2.2))
It should be noted that the interaction between the incident electron 
and the nucleus gives a vanishing contribution due to the orthogonality 
of the initial and final state wavefunctions. The scattering amplitude 
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where (j) (R) is the coulomb wave function, (cf McDowell and Coleman
Tf
(1970) p 239) . The charge of the coulombic potential is chosen 
2
to be - - which represents the attractive field between the
incident electron and the atomic nucleus. The electron-nucleus 
interaction is now contained in the final state wavefunction and 
no longer gives a vanishing contribution to the scattering 
amplitude. To date, this approximation has been used to investigate 
charge transfer collisions (Geltman (1971)), excitation of atomic 
Hydrogen by electrons (Geltman and Hidalgo (1971)) and the excitation 
of atomic Helium by electrons (Hidalgo and Geltman (1972)).
Bransden and Coleman (1972) suggested an approximation which is 
similar to the close-coupling approximation. The total wavefunction 
of the system may be expanded in the form
5  m  rjsJ (2.43)ft - 'ft- -4'
where the sum over n includes an integration over the continuum 
states. Using tliis expansion, the Schrtidinger equation for the total 
system (2.3) may be reduced to the infinite set of coupled equations
(2.44)
f;i finx
where the matrix potentials (R) are defined by
In many cases only a few states, say n = 0,1,2 ... N, will be of 
importance in tlie expansion (2.43). For these states equations (2.44) 







(  ' î S t ' )  F j l J  =  Î I  V J l ) F „ ( S )  ( „ > N )
These equations have the solution
F j f ) - - 2 Î f c ' l i , i ' I V J i ' l F J S ' U l '  U > N l
*' m ' o J  0 '  ^'
+ 2 2 
where G (R,R') is the Green's function for the operator (V + k ). o —  —  n
(cf section 1.3). Substituting these values for F (R), n > N, inton —
(2.44) gives the N + 1 coupled equations
where
The potentials K^j^ (R,R') are very complicated and are evaluated by using 
a simplification approximation similar to those discussed in section 
2.4. The average energy parameter, is chosen'to give the correct
long range interaction between the incident electron and the atom 
in its ground state. An impact parameter form of this approximation 
has been used to study electron and proton scattering by atomic 
Hydrogen (Bransden et al 1972 . ) and by atomic Helium (Herrington et. al. 
1972 ). -
-  3
Lastly there is the Glauber approximation. This approximation 
is the simplest of tlie so called Eikonal approximations and is 
expected to be valid for small angle scattering at high energies. 
However, from the results it gives for electron - Hydrogen atom 
scattering, it would appear that its range of validity may be larger 
than expected. Since the derivation of the Glauber approximation 
is very complex for particle - atom collisions (cf Glauber (1959)), 
the expression for the scattering amplitude is quoted but not 
derived.
- Ê I ’’ l-X 'J  I é .  A
f i t , r . l - 1 - a ,
where V is the potential seen by the incoming particle, whose 
coordinates are (b,z), being the impact parameter.
The Glauber approximation is, unfortunately, very difficult 
to apply in practice, since if one is considering the scattering of 
a particle by an N-electron atom then it is necessary to evaluate 
a (3N + 2)-dimensional integral. It is only recently (Thomas and 
Gerjuoy (1971)) that the scattering amplitude for collisions of 
electrons and protons with atomic Hydrogen has been obtained in 
a closed form. ,
CHAPTER 3
(3.2)
REDUCTION OF THE SECOND BORN CORRECTION TO A SUM OF KNOWN INTEGRALS
3.1 Introduction
To calculate the first Born scattering amplitude
where K = k. ~ k_ and — —i —f
I (f ,t ; ii) = J ( X f l ) l - m l 4
the axis of quantisation of the atom is chosen parallel to K.
The effect of this choice is to considerably simplify the evaluation of
(3.2) and also to make tlie integral (3.2) vanish unless the initial and 
final states of the atom have the same magnetic quantum number. For 
example, considering the transition from the ground state to the (ls,2p)^P 
level of Helium, only the (Is , state gives a non-zero result.
However McDowell and Coleman (1970, p . 317 , ) have shown that one can 
deduce the value of (3.2) with an arbitary axis of quantisation from the 
result with the axis of quantisation parallel to K. One finds that (3.2) is 
a function of the angle between K and the axis of quantisation and does not 
necessarily vanish if the initial and final states have different magnetic 
quantum numbers. If the initial state has zero angular quantum number
I 12(i.e. is an s state) then the sum of |l(f,i;K)| over a 1^1 magnetic 
substates of the final state f is independent of the direction of the 
axis of quantisation. Consequently the first Born differential cross 
section is independent of the choice of the axis of quantisation of the 
atom and so we may choose it to be parrallel to K.
- U-0-
When evaluating the second Born correction
(3.3)
for consistency, the axis of quantisation is also chosen parallel to 
This chapter is concerned with the reduction of (3.3) to a linear combina­
tion of known integrals of the form




/ Tl . -1 \ /i^Q J (3.5)
■ When the matrix element I(n&,n'&';_t) is expressed in terms of
elementary functions it contains a multiplicative factor of the form
i^(X= I&-&'!,]&-&'+2[....&+&'), the remainder of the expression being
Z + Z ’purely real. Hence the expression i determines whether the matrix
element I(n&,n'&';_t) is purely real (&+&' even) or purely imaginary
(&+&' odd). Consider the product of two such matrix elements
I (n£,n"£" ;_t) I (n"£" ,n'£’;_^ ). Whether this product is real or imaginary
Z+Z" Z"+Z'depends on the factor (i x i ) which in turn depends on the
Z + Z ’factor i . Consequently the two expressions I(f,i;IC) and
J are both either real or imaginary,
In section 2.6 it was shown that to calculate differential cross 
sections one needed to know the two ratios
It has been shown above that the ratio
is real and hence to calculate a the real part of the q integrals
(3.4) and (3.5) is required whereas to calculate 3 the imaginary part is 
needed.
3.2 Wave Functions
For the singly excited s and p states of the Helium atom . 
analytic Hartree-Fock wave functions are available in the literature.
The ground state wave function used is that of Green et al. (1954)
e • c e “ ') (é  c e '" '* )
where c = 0.6 and Z = 1.4558. McEachran has given analytic Hartree- 
Fock functions for the (l^,n£) n^& (i = O, 1; n ^  6) states of Helium 
(Cohen and McEachran (1969), Crothers and McEachran (1970)), in the form




1 2&+1and a = . The L . (x) are associated Laguerre functions and
^ . n ' ^
the Y^ (^r^ ) spherical harmonics. Scaled atomic units are used (the unit
2of length is Za^, that of energy Z a.u.). Owing to the difficulties in 
evaluating the known integrals (3.4) it was found to be impracticable to 
include more than the first four terms of the sum in (3.8b).
(3.8b)
- lf-2.-
2The overlap integral < (Is ) (Is,2s) > using (3.6) and (3.7) v/as
-0.015, an unacceptably large value, since the 2^S excitation cross
-3
section is of order 10 times the elastic scattering cross section. An 
improved 2s orbital was obtained by minimising
01 O K
F= 1 0 0  x l < ( l s ) K  ( I s , 2 s ) > l  1  Q  ( l o o e v )  -  Q  l 2 0 0 e V )
I I S - % 3  .
Blwhere Q is the trial first Born total cross section for the transition
from state i to state f and the accurate first Born value
i-f
of Bell et al. (1969). The minimisation was carried out at 200 eV and 
the resulting "improved" wave function gave good first Born cross sections 
at all energies considered. The coefficients of the Cohen and McEachran 
function and the modified function are given in Table 4. The corresponding 
first Born total cross sections together with the accurate values of 
Bell et al. (1969) are given in Table 5. When calculating the elastic,
2^S and 2^P cross sections the eigen energies adopted are the Cohen and 
McEachran Hartree-Fock values.
For the singly excited d state and the model doubly excited 
states suitably symmetrised products of hydrogenic orbitals were chosen 
as the wave functions
(3.9)
The nuclear charges a and 3 and eigen energies of the
states are shown in Table 6. The nuclear charges used for the model
doubly excited states are those of Gillespie (1971). Since the electron
1 1 in the n D orbital is "a long way" from the nucleus the 1 S electron will
1"see" a nuclear charge a=2 and the n D electron a nuclear charge 3 of
approximately 1. The value of 3 is chosen to reproduce the Bell et al.
(1969) accurate first Born total cross sections for the excitation of the 
1
n D states. When calculating cross sections for the excitation of
(ls,nd) and model doubly excited states the eigen energies adopted are 
the experimental values. (c.f. Cohen & McEachran, Crothers and McEachran 
and Table 6).
When computing the second Born correction for the excitation of the 
3^D and 4^D states of Helium it was found that the contributions from the 
higher intermediate states were anomalous. That is the contribution 
from the (ls,np)^P intermediate state diverged as n increased. ' The cal­
culations were repeated using wave functions for the 3, 4, 5 and 5^P states 
of the. form (3.9) with a = 2.0, 3 = 1.0 and eigen energies equal to the 
experimental values. This value of 3 was found to give best agreement 
with the generalised oscillator strengths of Bell et al (1969). Tlie
results using the two 3^P wave functions were consistent for both the
21 1 1 .(Is) S ■+ (Is,3d) D and (ls,4d) D transitions but those using the
5^P and 6^P wave functions were'inconsistent. For the (Is) ^ S^->(ls ,3d)’^D
1
transition the two 4 P wave functions gave inconsistent results but for the 
2 1 1(Is) S -> (ls,4d) D transition the results were consistent.
This effect was found to be due to the truncation of the series
(3.8b), for the Cohen and McEachran wave functions, after four terms.
The size of the maxima of the electron densities of the excited orbitals
1
were significantly different, in the case of the 4, 5 and 6 P wave functions,
from the hydrogenic wave function ones. The 3^P maxima were in reasonable
1 1agreement. The maxima of the electron densities of the 3 D and 4 P
wave functions occur at approximately the same radial distances and hence 
1the 4 P contribution using Cohen and McEachran wave functions is signifi­
cantly affected by the truncation. However the maxima of the 4^P and 4^D
wave functions do not occur at the same radial distances and hence the
1
contributions from the two 4 P state wave functions are consistent.
In the calculations reported here the following types of wave function
1
were used. For excitation of the 3 D state Cohen and McEachran wave
" M r
1
functions were used for the 2 and 3 P states and a product of hydrogenic
orbitals for the 4, 5 and 6^P states. For excitation of the 4^D state
the 2, 3. and 4^P state wave functions were Cohen and McEachran's, the 
1
5 and 6 P state wave functions a product of hydrogenic orbitals.
All but the ground state wave function may be written in the
form





The ground state wave function has a similar form except that
(3.11b)
( ^ ) (3.12)
It should be noted that the radial parts of all the wave functions are purely 
real.
3.3 Reduction of Matrix Elements
(3.13)
Since the wave functions used are symmetric in the bound electrons and 
for Helium atoms = 2, (3.13) reduces to
I itvs,nU-n.'s,niL)t) = J[(^ 4)4h)+4,1“'^]
X f(i (rjii(y + if/ii) U Ujjir A ,
L ns fnV US &('  j  *  '
-"L.5-
The integral E is defined as
E ( a & a , a t W ; = [ tt W  e ’"'U. (jrj d t  o.isa)
u ninx nln !
(3.15b)
ïben (3.13) reduces to
I  lM,pU;lCs,rnL';t) - i j Ê  fmi,/n'i;o)[t
+ E{(ri , ( i !s-,0][E ( r ^ ^ p i ù ' j t ) - £ U , m l ) û ) ] t E i p i , m ' l ) o ) [ E ( p J , a s ; £ )  o . i g .
The evaluation of the E integrals will now be considered, firstly (3,15b).
If the two orbitals have different angular quantum numbers then this 
integral vanishes due to the orthonormality of spherical harmonics.
If they have the same angular quantum numbers then the integration over 
angles gives a contribution of unity.
£ (f./fîi.atm'o) - J ^
-  T  T  / )  4
£ ( h , n . j o j  z / ï W f  




The integrals (3.15a) are more complex to evaluate since they contain 
the dependence on t and hence must have the form ^
The axis of quantisation of the atoms has been chosen to be parallel
to K (=k, - k_) and this direction is also used as the polar axis for the
spherical co-ordinates of r . The identity (c.f. Edmonds (1960))
^ . A .
(3.20)
-Ifb
where j (x) are spherical Bessel functions of order X and Y
A Ay
spherical harmonics^is used. £ (or _t) denotes the angles between jr (or Jt)
and the polar axis, K. An asterisk means that the complex conjugate should
be taken. Hence
I,
‘  z  ,, «




Using the two relations
y L l?]
and A
(3t,+l)(2i'a+f)|2l3tîjr a, l'a l'a I; 
4.fr i [O 0 0 / K " ‘a'^3
/ h h h iwhere ( | are the 3-j symbols of Wigner (c.f. Edmonds (I960)),
^1 ^3
1  r r ”  l ï i i  d ü  (1 ;
The 3-j symbols are only non-zero if they satisfy the following three 
conditions:- m^ + + m^ = O, and satisfy the triangle inequality
and if m^ = m^ = m^ = O then must be even. Consequently




 ^0 0  o l x ^ m ,  fri-ïïi ffi
(3.21)
If / -
£ ( a 6 n , . ' l V ;  t j  = W , .  lx^lUl,lL-Cn-Ulil
X  . X^Lm^Lm XffUj«,C / (3.22)
A list of the ] (~) , used in this thesis is given in Appendix A.
’  = Z  2  J , , J > ‘ " ' ^Lzl y /  n-S/ o
- 2 J i : I ( X , , t ) ,
trf yz/ *
Similarly
d  Z A ; f c J ( i + 6 f ,u j
 ^  ^  ^ (^24)
R (fci = l W î î f l ( 3 , A ,2 2 , t j  + a d ( î , A,3 2 , l-j + c '^K î ,A , 0 .25)
XjiSfis L ^
(3.23)
where in (3.23) -> (3.25) the integral I is
I  r‘ e (3.261
By inserting the sine and cosine expansion of (tr) in tlrie integral
(3.26) it can be shown that (3.27) holds for A = O and 1, for all
positive integers i. Assuming (3.27) true for A = n-1 and n and using
the recurrence relation j . (x) + j (x) = j (%) it also followsn—1 n+i   n
X
that(3.27) is true for A = n+1. Consequently by induction (3.27) is true 
for all positive integers, A .
Now consider the expression f }  ^ (t^  + a^)  ^ . If it is written in
the for. ^ £ ^ i l ± ÿ  / 6, j l w V  ip
where F__ 1 is the largest integer less than or equal to   , then
^  2  ^ 2 . 
the following recursion relations are obtained for .
. ;,g (3.28)
' % =  + ( i + W W ' F n  F  ] .
I L\i I i*2-2k £ p
Defining : b  :___ L È . (3.29)
»'<,«/- h i j i
. ridl pf . - L 1
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Consequently ^^^n& n£* written as a sum of terms of the
(3.31)
form
2 2 ^ (t + a )
Referring to (3.16) it is clear that associated with every t dependent 
term there is a t independent term i.e.
f (X (_r£ Ê “'-'l] It (^ -j </> -  E i t J m  : t ) - E i r d m ^ r i L W ^ ^ o )  ^ (3.32)
nun, al#>v ~ ~
In the limit as t ->■ 0 the left hand side of (3.32) vanishes for any
continuous functions u . and u ,., , and consequently so must the right
nJlm n‘£'m' ^ ^
hand side. Using (3.22) and (3.31)
E  ( A . A i V i  1 )  = 2  1 1 t l   ^ Z
i .
where Y (A, n£, n'£'^  k) is independent of t .
If jZ, zj: 2' or m 4^  m' then E (n£m, n'£'m'; 0) vanishes owing to the
orthorgnality of the angular parts of the orbitals . From Appendix A
C çm,7 . . . . . . . . . = s't f o  I Ü , and so there is no A = O term in (3.33)
L
Consequently (3.32) may be written in the form
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J -f ( f \  3 fej- is I.... (V. L3.22^ i
If &=&' and m=m' then E(n£m,n’£*m*;0) need not vanish. In this 
case X can take the values 0, 2, 4 ... 2Z and
\jM. E ( n A i ,R lm ; l ) = Z  Y (0,nZ,Al,&)o(g = 0.34)
t-=)0
using (3.33) and the fact that (3.32) ->-0 as t->0.
A transformation of the coefficients Y(0,n£, n'Jl', k) is now found 
so that (3.32) can be written in the same form as (3.32a).
ÛI
2k " 2 2 k
Dividing by a (t + a ) gives #
b -3. { k + i'W
(I) I Z
0^  Unjifti feri
ft) T Y
where
I , M  , ,, - a ( W - ‘)





j A  V , a , w  à  ■ '  -
If Z— Z* and m-m' then E (n&m,n';0)  need not vanish. In this 
case X can t^ke the values 0, 2, 4 ... 2Z and
Un, £ = Z  Y(0, = E (3.34)
using (3.33) and the fact that (3.32)->-0ast->-0.
A transformation of the coefficients Y(0,n£, n'£', k) is now found 
so that (3.32) can be written in the same form as (3.32a).
I  /.I il’'"'
2k ' 2 2 k  
Dividing by a (t + a ) gives %
b -2.(fe+l-W
(3.35)
( e V j  =  .
- E { i d m , i î b n ' , 0 )  2  èjl X
= (I) 1  ( { - ^ 4 ) “ ’ Z
0  ^ Urijüïi i = l f?ri
where
. M  , „  n  - 2 l k d - i )
k-Z
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Summarising it has been shown that
(3.37,
where n]= O for j = 1 ... N and = |£-£' |, |£-£'|+ 2.
In Appendix B the form of the integrals I(f,i;t) are given.
3.4 Angular dependence of the product of two matrix elements.
In section 3.3 the matrix element I(f,i;^) was reduced to the 
product of a function of t and a function of the angles between t and 
the axis of quantisation of the atom K(=k^-k^) In this section the product
of two such matrix elements is considered and its reduction to a form 
suitable for computation described.
Tne vectors k^-q and q - k^ are expressed in spherical coordinates 
with polar axis parallel to K and some arbitrary fixed plane containing 
K having zero azimuthal angle. Then q - ^  has coordinates 
( Iq-k^I, a ,6 ) and k. - q coordinates (Ik, - q| ,0 ,^  + ir) where a 
and 3 are the ang; s shown on Figure 4. The cosine rule gives the 
following expressions for a and 3 .
Ca^ oc r — Ï-
<3.
There are six products of two matrix elements to consider. It will
be assumed that the initial state is always the ground state of the
atom, (Is)^ ^S, although the angular dependences hold for other initial
s states. Since all intermediate states are summed over, if the state
a degeneracy in its angular part (i.e. 2 ) then these degeneracies
o,+l
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will be summed over. Using B 1 (see Appendix B)
(3.39)
Using B2 and B3
I




Using Bl and B3
I (M,Pi)i; J i ;- j )
(
rp. I t 1/ ,  T  Y 0  ;  Y ^ j










Using Bl and B4
I (fi's,m.'i; n«,/n5;|-ài:)l (/Hjftisj fs,ls; Ai-.||
(3.4




+  ^  -jj - 3 C^YTiX 6^ I4 "— tj
2v5  ^ y  Y  (2;n's,/nJ;fV,fh/ i ; i?)yfj.V''î;”yi» h,/î;/?Q
Subsisting for cos a , cos 3 and cos (a+3) from (3.38) into
(3.39) ->• (3.44) and using partial fractions one can obtain (3.3)
in the form of a linear combination of the integrals (3.4) and (3.5).
3.5 The Simplifying Approximation
The second Born correction to the scattering amplitude is (c.f. 2.24)
3
Jif
The simplifying approximation is the evaluation of the first N states of 
this summation exactly and approximating tlie remainder by replacing by
a constant k . Hence 00
S  Ifi (3.45)—h—, xjD
Here,
I J O - I J U --i ^ o P f l l l - u '  4 .^C - u ]
which can be expressed, using (3.39) -> (3.44), as a sum of the known integrals
£ «  h  I  ü ï i i M r a F ï i W "
first term of (3.45 is ^
where
Using the closure property of wave functions
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Therefore
The axis of quantisation of the atom is parallel to K so the first
-2 (3.46)
term of (3.46) is easily evaluated knowing the value of
The second term is evaluated using the results of Appendix B and the 
integrals of Chapter 4. There are three cases to consider depending on the 
angular quantum numbers of tlie final state f. It is assumed that the 
initial state is the ground state, but the results hold for any s state. 
For a (ns, ms) final state using B 1 the second term of (3.46) is
u  L  r  I I
For a (ns, mp), final state using B 2 the second term of (3.46) is
I
y U ' , n s , p f ; l s , h ; k )  f  ^ l j ~ à c }5  bn I
fit ç ^ n
jk
For a (ns,md) final state using B 4 the second term of (3.46) is
f  2 c ^ u - l  ^ -I
  -------  :--- -I —  ! ^
i'90
Substituting for cos a, cos 3 from (3.38) into (3.47) (3.49) and
using partial fractions one obtains integrals of the form
I I  £  C - ^ i ) k - È i ) H  k - È / v T  4
where if y = O then m = 1, and also only from (3.49) integrals of the form 
t«n f _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ k i ) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
both of which are discussed in Chapter 4.
-5iV"
3.5 Further Investigation of the  ^ (Is)^ - (ns,mp ) - (ns,mp) transition 
  y=_-1_____________ _^_____________________
If (3.42) is used to calculate the real part of the second Born
2
correction for the transition (Is) - (ns,mp) due to the intermediate 
states (ns,mp^^^)^then an infinite answer is obtained. This anomaly is 
investigated and is shov/n to be due to the method of evaluating the correc- 
•^ tion. In fact the correction is finite. The infinity is due to the 
second term of (3.42), namely
I J  ^ kfk‘ * y j
(3.49)
Using (3.38) to replace cos a , cos 3 and cos (a+3) and writing
tf - 2K^t? + 1 1
All factors of the form then give an
W T R T n H T "
infinite answer whilst all the other factors give finite results. To see why 
this infinite answer occurs the result (3.38) is employed in the form
The infinite factor becomes a sum of terms of the form
and h T m T I  T l P  ' the former term being finite,
t* L f (t;
Using partial fractions the latter term reduces to a sum of terms of the 
form 1 and 1 •
Hence to find the real part of the second Born correction in this case, 
it is necessary to find the imaginary part of the integral
which is infinite. (note the multiplicative factor of i in (3.49)). 
However in section 4.4 it is shown that the integral
^ I » \ S
i ^ O
T fc.
is in fact finite. Since V7e are unable to calculate the imaginary part 
of a q integral, it follows from the argument presented in section 3.1 
that the ratio 3 cannot be computed. Consequently the third order 
differential cross section (2.40) can still be found but not the full 
second Born (2.39) or Fade (2.38) differential cross sections.
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CHAPTER 4 
EVALUATION OF THE KlvIOWN INTEGRALS,
4.1 Introduction
The method of evaluating the known integrals
f____________ È.
I < 0 \rr , Tr-, I _
(4.1)
l U  '  Jiff 6
is due to Dalitz (1951). The integrals





0., L 2 I 2
(4.4)
J(l,l) may be transformed to an integral with respect to Z of a term of
the form (4,3). Replacing (4.3) by its analytic eigpression and performing
the Z integration gives an analytic expression for J(l,l), J(n,m) is
obtained from J (1,1) by partial differentiation with respect to the variables 
2 2A and y . Recurrence relations and Leibnitz's theorem are used to 
compute the partial derivatives of J(l,l). A similar method is used to 
compute the integrals I(n),
4.2 Analytic Form of the Known Integrals.
<kr
To evaluate til 
£•90
Af %---------- ,
q is written in spherical coordinates (q, G, with polar axis parallel to 
P , As a consequence the integrand is independent of the angle ÿ
“ 57-
f' f
integration with respect to <() gives te tf / ------
6^0 J W
“( -oo f  r ÿ
The integral with respect to q is evaluated by closing the contour 
with a semicircle in the upper half plane and then using the calculus




2 2 2 2
where y = P (1-y ) + A . Using partial fractions the last term of this 
expression reduces to a form that is immediately integrable giving
4 (4.5)
P k- Pt cA ,
Henceforth the limit process e ->■ O will be understood. Differentiating
2
(4.5) with respect to A gives
Tf
The identity (4.4) may be written as
' i  I : dz
where
P = i [Ècll*Z)*Èf[hZ)]
f ^ ( l - 2 ' ' )  +  - 5 ; ( h 2 j  +  Ç  ( ( - £ ]
and K = k, - k_ —  —1 —f
Consequently the integral^ J (1,1) may be written as






T, , ,1 T T ^ f ________r ' d ^ ______
” (4.9)
where
a r ' £ " y " - v - /  (4.10)
and
-  ' ( f e %
^  "  a  ( 4 "  4  ■^^'/■^],
For convenience the integral J(l,l) is divided into its real and 
imaginary parts so that
p  ^ cx-f^ .? •t’2.ckA
(4.11)
let fi , - f  a -
L - B c ^ ' C p
g,^s-/?oC *^4 . (4.12)
Then A^= /Î 2 ^ + 2 +  C (4.13)
and the real part of J (1,1) is , .
hiJ(l,Ij = -a j,,JJi^Jêz^[(oc,p2)^i,k=^(az^i-2U2*c}]
F  k -.fG-(/îfV262+cf^  ^^ '
2& L H2+L
-f
where the principle value of the inverse tangent is chosen to lie between 
O and TT .
ii
(4.14)
F  I *kk& I
(4.15)
“ 5
It should be noted that the integrals of interest have k,> k
1— n
and hence a + 3Z ^  0 for -Z e ^~l,lj , Since is also positive
for Z e [-Ifl] the integrand of (4.14) is always positive and hence so 
is the integral. This shows that the range of the principle value of 
the inverse tangents in the expression (4.14) must be chosen so as to ensure 
the positiveness of this expression.
To obtain J(n,m) it is necessary to differentiate (4.14) and (4.15)
2 2 
with respect to A and u ,
T M A l  A  M l , I ) .
I (4.16)
The method of calculating these derivatives is described in detail 
in section 4.6.
The behaviour of (4.14) in the limit A 0 will now be examined.
The left hand side reduces to the integral
2 2 2 When Z = 1 (-1) tlien AZ + 2BZ + C = A (y ) and so
i/ k  -I
(4.17)
(4.18)
The term tan  ^ G y is well behaved as A O and may be
2G H-L
evaluated using the techniques of section 4.6. To investigate the 
behaviour of the first term of (4.17) it is assumed that G and H +L 
do not simultaneously vanish as A O. In practice this constraint has 
never been violated. From (4.12)
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+ 9 0 ( A " jH + L = I,. ( k; ) (k*+£)-
r \ I •  (sT A _____
i ï ï i  ■ Æ x a i , > . i , ? ) ( k V ’ ) * » H ' 0 ( r t
Consequently
X ' ^ O  H
0 *  k > k :
k z k i  
0" k <lt; , 
f 0 k > k :  
\  k - k ;  





f °  kf't
where Y k " j %  L  = k
Ilf <fe .
Combining the two limiting processes A O and p O 
the value of the integral
J ( A=o,^=oj
In the special case Jc^  « ^  and A=p the simple egression, 




‘y k ^ - u ) [ l ^ ~ k f ^ x T  ' X[kyk^-k^-2ikX]
_ Tf"" f 1





All the integrals that have been discussed above are finite except 
the follov/ing which are infinite:-
_ r._____________________________
Jm.  J I V  “•
, r
4.3 Analytic Form of an Integral Arising from Transitions to "d" Final States. 
The integral considered in this section has the form
l i i )  = (4.24)
where it is assumed that X =j= O. Using the identity (4.4) together with 
a suitable change of the variable of integration gives
I(l) =
I
tJt f r y (4.25)
Writing q in spherical coordinates (q,6,cj)) with polar axis parallel to
and the plane containing k^ as the (j) = O plane (so that
k = (k ,Y,0)) then (4.25) becomes 
—f f
2  ^  kj:l Cûsd C<n^ f ^  J
:_____L l l --------— -------; ; (4.26)
2ïï
The only ^ dependence in the integrand is the cos (j) term and since 
cos (f) dc}) vanishes so does this term. Replacing cos 0 by y and
using partial fractions (4,26) may be written as
r‘ f r r - AT; /
K'l - iJ  t #  j
27)
- b -^"
The first two q integrals in this expression have been evaluated 
in section 4.2 (c.f. (4.5) and (4.5)), Partially differentiating both
sides of (4.5) with respect to k. gives
1
1 (4.28)
Using (4.28) and (4.6) it is then a simple matter to obtain the third 
q integral of (4,27) and after some algebraic manipulation obtain the 
result,






k - ki i-iXt
Only the real part of this integral is required. Care must be taken 
when evaluating the t integrals that the correct principle values are used 
for the various expressions arising. The final result is
K 1  ( . )  = Ç . r ) }
where the principle value of the inverse tangents lies in the range 
j and H(k^-k) is the Heaviside distribution i.e.
(4.30)
H (k^  - k)
O k^ < k
It is clear from (4.30) that there is a discontinuity in the integral 
1(1) at the point k^=k . To determine the value of 1(1) at this point 





Finally cos y is replaced by the variable = (k^  - k^)^ giving
V
2kt
a. /- -, X
h :  + f e f X .3 1 )
3 m
fc^ )- K^lkpk^)+ { /
£
where fefl. £ -  z 0 if {?= ft; OaY ^  h ~  I ^
'^*f£ ^ ‘ [tf
0 h y k i
k=&:
I k(b;
4.4 The Pseudo-Infinite Integral of the Z (Is) - (rts,mp ) - (ns,
y=-l ^
Transition.
In section 3.6 an anomaly occurred because of the method used 
evaluate the integral
1 . t
X = Im, (4.32)
For convenience in this section g - ^  and g - ^  will be denoted by 
and ^  respectively. Using partial fractions (4,32) may be written
as
X = I% 4
x H ÿ t y x i
(4,33)
~ felf'
However, as stated at the end of section 4.2, all three of these 
integrals are infinite. It is now shown that if these three terms are 




r  T T
_____________ d i  ________
{ o c f / 3 2 ) h U ^ ( / ) 2 M B 2 + C )  ,






c -- K + a A ‘
" V  -  k
Applying the transformation Z =  ^ and substituting for a, 3, 
A, B and C, (4.34) becomes 1+y
I
where X (A^ ) = (k? - k^ + A^ ) + 4 k^ A^
I t  f




Partial differentiation with 
(2l%
I ' ( 2 j  = -  J « i j
iL k-kf'i +
2 ft ------ ---------------
J0
(4.36)
' ^ 9 2  where X (A ) = ___ X(A ) . Setting A = O in (4.35) gives
9A^
p J/i n t *____ ^ _______
(4.37)
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Substituting (4.35), (4.36) and(4.37) into (4.33) gives
......a/ r J ^ _______  lA-t\ A  A )^ 54 ixH+ (k;-kfrj tA(A-)j
 ______  k W    (k%X")naxjx'(A"j-X(A")]






and is finite. The remaining three terms may be
- j-«f_________ Ü:__________ ______ K^ikVx^j------
54 I yiUif * (krxrrj
.lY^k^ r / r 4- kf '
T k ÿ ^ L  iLkf
I / _ i L  '
^  1 k % A "  tfef-fer)
- IT
Which is also finite. Consequently the integral (4.32) is finite v^ ith 
analytic form
f f N £  I f  k!Al£) 1 _ F  [ ( k h A ^ A  (x )-a'(a )]
TkTF lifdtA^ KkFferi J
(4.39)
4.5 General Recurrence Relations
In the next two sections the following notation is used.
Let S(l,l) be a function of two variables say x arid y . Then 
S(n,m) is defined as ,






where S, P .and A are functions of the two variables x.y and B is a
r s
constant. To use this identity to compute higher derivatives of S knowing
the lowest derivatives of S and all those of A and B ^ it is necessary
to have a recurrence relation to determine the constants B(^ “) . The
r s




It should be noted that B (^  ^^) - 0 since otherwise there would occur terms 
containing S(n,m) on both sides of (4.41) and these would be combined and 
the constants B (^  ™) divided by 1- B (^  )^ to obtain a new set of 
constants with B )^ E 0. Using (4.41) ^ S (n,l) and S(l,n) n ^ 3 are 
calculated and then S(n,m) n ^ 2, m ^ 2. The recurrence relation is derived 
by differentiating (4.41) once with respect to x , obtaining
+ 1 f  B[ '^ l^lpiVi!,5)5(ral-r,m+l-5)+P(r,s)S(r<+>i-,my-i|
^ ^ ^ i * #
S=IL '
The expression (4.44) is to be compared with
-/n**!,-) 'I I «r,"
to give the following recurrence relation, noting that due to the starting 
point (4.42) , n 2. 2.
From the coefficient of P(l,s)
From the coefficient of P (2,1) noting that
(ifl ni
6 ( 7 4 ) -6i:




From the coefficient of P(n+l,s)
f
Finally from the coefficient of P(r,s) in all cases not covered by the 
three previous relations
(4.47)
B ( r  r j . (4.48)
Similar recurrence relations hold for derivatives with respect to y^  
which would increase m .
This method is used on two occasions when calculating tlie derivatives
of R£ J (1,1) (c.f. (4.14)). An expression is given in (4.12) for the function
2 2 2 G (1,1) of the two variables A and y . In general it is not possible
to find the square root of this function in closed form, so (4.41) is used
to determine the derivatives of the square root and inverse square root 
2
of G (1,1). Consider first ______
Gdjij-'/frhiy)'
The expressions for G (2,1) and G (1,2) are of the same form as (4.42)
2 1 1 2and (4.43) with B(^ )^ = B(^ )^ =  h. The recurrence relations for 
B(^ °^) and (4.41) are used to determine G(n,m). ,
, - i  1/(1,l)-- - i
2  2 (r IhlJ .
and U(n,m) may be calculated in a like fashion to G(n,m).
Finally, it is necessary to determine the higher derivatives of 
the function V(n,m), which is defined in terms of the known derivatives 
Y(n,m) and Z(n,m) by the two relationships.
- b H “
By proceeding in a similar manner to the derivation of the recurrence 
relations for B one obtains the following three relations, from
which all values of V(n,m) may be found.
a-x
V (a ,1)2(1,!)= y ( f t , i ) - “| a - / r  2 (Ml,()V(A-r,l)
V (l,« i)2 (i,l) -- Yd,raj -i m .iC,Z(l,S+l)Vd,n,.^j
V ( n , m ) 2 d , j ) = Y ( A , m ) - !
■ 7 7 C C 2(piLsWln-r Kil-s)
^  n-% r m-j J-i
(4.49)
(4.51)
where C is the binomial coefficient n!n r ------
r!(n-r)I
4.6 Evaluation of the Higher Order Integrals.
To obtain the higher order integrals J (n,m) it is necessary to
2 2
partially differentiate J (1,1) with respect to X and y . The 




H Z + L - I
where the algebraic expressions of the functions G ,, H, L, A, B and C
are given in (4.12). Replacing Z by ± 1,
^ ' U  '
L+H L-H
- 6^"
in the notation of section 4.5. From the algebraic foirni of the functions
L, H, G f X and y, the values of their derivatives with respect to 
2
y may be calculated. The recurrence relation (4,41) is used to determine 
the values of the derivatives of U(l,l) = [ g ^(1,1)J and
G (1,1) = ^ G (1,1) J ^ . Leibnitz's theorem is used to calculate all the 
derivatives of Q(l,l) and P(l,l).
Consider now
\//21)-- Qb.i)p(i.0-Q(?yjP(3y] .
' p H I , 0 + Q % i )  2 ihij
V I I , p i / i  I) 9 l u ip^(i,i)*û%i) 2  ( y ;  .
The higher derivatives of Y and Z may be calculated using 
Leibnitz's theorem and of V by using the recurrence relations (4,49), 
(4.50) and (4,51). Lastly
iU I(l,i)= ^  Ull,i)Vll,i)
and Leibnitz's theorem is again used to compute the value of the higher 
derivatives of J(l,l). In the cases where A or p vanishes the same 
steps are taken except that if say A = O then V(l,l) =
X L-H
A similar method is used to comoute the derivatives of 
T Tfi (1 , IIra , g.  ^I -k-kS-1
(4.41) is used to compute the values of the higher derivatives of 
U(l,l) = and G (1,1) - F G^(l,l) ] ^  then Leibnitz's theorem
gives the values of 6(n,m) and P (n,m),
- 10-
v / H  ai2,i)Pii,i)'Q(i,i)Ply) y(2,i) 
Pll,l)ôll,Lj '
V ( i , 2 )  Qll,^)fi‘,0-QU,i)P(i,2) ^  Y ( / , q )
Pli,i)Q(i,0 i l t ï j
Y (n,m) and Z(n,m) are calculated using Leibnitz's theorem,
V(n,m) by the recurrence relations (4.49), (4.50) and (4.51) and 
J(n,m) by Leibnitz's theorem. In the cases where X or y vanish 
then the same method is used except that the form of Q(l,l) and 
P(l,l) will be less complex.
In the special case and A=y (c.f. (4.23)) then Leibnitz's
theorem is sufficient to determine all the derivatives, as it also is to 
compute the derivatives of the integral arising when considering excitation 
to a d state (c.f. (4.31)).
2In the case of forward scattering (i.e. K=k^~k^)^ G becomes a 
perfect square G=h |k^  y^ - k^X^ + (k^  - k^k^)(k^ - k^)| .
4.7 The Computer Programs.
In this section, the computer programs used in this work are briefly 
described. Firstly the coefficients of the Cohen and McEachran wave 
functions are read in and the coefficients  ^ (c.f. (3.11b))
computed. These coefficients are stored and are accessed when required.
If a hydrogenic type wave function is to be used (i.e. for a state),
then the nuclear charges a and 3 (c.f. (3.9)) must be input with 
the request for that type of wave function and the coefficients ^
will then be generated by the program.
Next the initial, intermediate and final states are input,together 
with the type of wave functions to be used. The program generates and stores 
the coefficients Y(j;f;n;k) and Y (j.',-n;i;k') . (see Appendix B.j Briefly 
these coefficients are defined by
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where I(n,m;jt) is defined by (3.13), (^ ) is some function of the
angle between jfc and IC and A^  is a non-zero integer.
Lastly the incident electron energies and the angles of scattering are
read in and the program then computes the real or imaginary part of the
second Born correction to the scattering amplitude. There are six
different routines used to compute the known integrals (4.1) and (4.2).
Three of them calculate the real part of these integrals and three the
imaginary part. Of these three, one computes forward scattering amplitudes
2only making use of the simplification occurring to G in this case. The 
logic of the other two routines are identical, the difference being that one 
uses single precision arithmetic (16 significant figures on the CDC 6600 used 
to perform these calculations) whilst the other uses double precision 
arithmetic. The latter routine is necessary because at small angles of 
scattering, rounding errors make the results of the recursion relations meaning­
less.
The known integrals required for the transition under investigation 
are computed, combined in the required manner to give the more complex 
integrals of (3.39) -> (3.44) and (3.47) (3‘.49) and then multiplied by the
coefficients Y(j;f;n;k) and Y(j’;n;i;k') to give the scattering 
amplitudes. The program then reads the data for the next transition to 
be considered.
To use these programs for collisions v/ith atoms other than Helium, 
it is only necessary to replace the routines that compute the coefficients 
Y(j;n;m;k) by ones that compute these coefficients for the atom in 
question. By computing second Born electron—Hydrogen atom cross sections, 
it was possible to check the computer program by comparing its results 





The scattering amplitudes are given in Appendix C. The first column
of each Table is the angle of scattering, 0 , the second column the first
Born scattering amplitude and the third column the second ^ r n  correction
to the scattering amplitude arising from closure, i.e. the term
S ^n/^av^ equation 3.45. The remaining columns are the corrections to the
closure contribution due to the explicit inclusion of the named state,
i.e. the term I (k ) - I (k ) of equation 3.45. 
n n n av
For elastic scattering and excitation of the 2^S state, two rows of 
figures are given at every angle of scattering. The upper row is the real 
part and the lower row the imaginary part of the second Born correction. By 
examining these tables, the states not adequately represented by the sim­
plifying approximation may be found.
For elastic scattering, the contribution from closure is of the 
same order of magnitude as the first Born scattering amplitude. The 
ground state is inadequately represented at all angles of scattering whilst 
the 2^P and 3^P states give significant corrections in the forward 
direction. The 2^? state makes a large correction to closure for the 
excitation of the 2^S state. The ground and 2^S states make smaller, 
but still significant corrections, whilst the and states appear
to be adequately represented by the simplifying approximation.
Considering the excitation of the 2^P state, the contribution 
from closure is very small except at large angles of scattering. The 
correction from the 2^P state is much larger than the closure
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contribution and the ground, 2 S and 3^P states are also inadequately 
represented.
For excitation of the 3^D and 4^D states, using values of A
av
chosen to give the exact forward elastic scattering amplitudes, the
contribution from closure is small, as are the corrections from the
1states. However the corrections from the P states are much larger and
will be discussed below. If the Holt and Moiseiwitsch (1968) choice of
A^^ is used, then the contribution from closure is of the same order of
magnitude as the first Born scattering amplitude in the forward direction,
but decreases faster than does first Born with increasing angle of
scattering. The only states giving significant corrections at small
angles of scattering are the 2^P state, the 3^P state for 3^D
excitation and the 4^P state for 4^D excitation.
. The contribution from the closure approximation is small for the
excitation of the model doubly excited states and of the same order of
magnitude as the corrections from the intermediate states.
In Figure 5, the contributions to the second Born correction to
the scattering amplitude from some ^P intermediate states for the
excitation of the 3^D and 4^D states of Helium by 200 eV electrons
are plotted against the angle of scattering, i.e. (3.3) for certain
intermediate states n is plotted against 6 . For,comparison the first
Born scattering amplitudes are also shown. For excitation of the 3^D
1 1 .
state the largest contributions come from the 2 P and 3 P intermediate 
states. These contributions are of approximately the same magnitude but
of opposite sign and nearly cancel. Similarly in the case of excitation
-1 • 1 1 '
of the 4 D state the contributions from the 2 P and 3 P intermediate
states nearly cancel that from the 4^P intermediate state. It is clear
—  7 1^ .~
that the contributions from the P intermediate states converge rapidly.
The contributions from the S states and closure are small,
5.2 Elastic Scattering by Helium
Calculated elastic differential cross sections are shown in Figures
6 and 7, where they are compared with the SRB2 calculation of Holt et al
(1971b) and experiment. Tlie experimental data are those of Bromberg (1970)
at 500 eV and at other energies those of Vriens et al (1968b) renormalised
at 5° to Chamberlain et al (1970). The SFB2 results lie well above all
other values at all angles considered. The SRB2 results are in less good
agreement with experiment than those of Holt et al (1971b) who choose 
1
= E (3 S) . The SPl results do not give the intense forward peak.
A comparison with the SRB2 calculation of Birman and Rosendorff (1969),
1
who included only the 1 S state explicitly, is possible at 200 eV.
As is to be expected from Table 3, their results using A^^ = 5.0 are in 
agreement with the SRB2 results using A^^ =7.1 , but including more 
intermediate states explicitly.
Garibotti and Massaro (1971 b) do not quote the values of A^^
they used for electron-Helium atom scattering but it would appear that 
they do not obtain the correct second Born forward elastic scattering ampli­
tude. (c.f, section 2.5) Their differential cross sections are close 
to the SFB2 ones but approach the first Born values more quickly than do 
the SFB2.
Berrington et al (1972) give differential cross sections calculated 
using second order potentials. (c.f. section 2.7) Their results lie close to 
those of Holt et al (1971 b) for small angle scattering (<5°), although 
they are lower than Holt et al's in the forward direction. At larger angles 
of scattering, the second order potential results fall below the first Born, 
results.
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Finally, it is clear that the approximations adopted by Holt et al 
give a more satisfactory account of the elastic scattering of electrons by 
Helium atoms than do any of the other approximations discussed above.
In Table 7, the total elastic scattering cross sections are compared 
with the complete SRB2 calculation of Holt et al (1971 b) , the second order 
potential calculation of Berrington et al (1972) and with experiment.
They were obtained by numerical integration of the differential cross 
sections and agree in first Born with the very accurate values of Bell 
et al (1969) to better than 0.5%. The SRB2 results are much larger than 
the corresponding calculations of Holt et al and the SFB2 results are 
larger still. The SPl results are in substantially better agreement with 
the experimental values than any of the second Born calculations.
However owing to the shape of the Pade differential cross section, this 
good agreement is probably fortuitous. At all energies considered, the 
second order potential results lie slightly below the first Born results. 
The situation remains unsatisfactory.
5.3 Excitation of the 2^5 state of Helium
In Figures 8 and 9 various differential cross sections for the 
1 11 S 2 S transition of Helium atoms by electron impact are compared
with the experimental results of Vriens et al (1963 a) renormalised, at 5 , 
to the absolute results of Chamberlain et al (1970). Also shown are the 
second order potential results of Berrington et al (1972). The experimental 
results in the forward direction are obtained from an analytic fit to the 
generalised oscillator strengths used by Vriens et al to extend the range 
of their results.
The imaginary part of the scattering amplitude is of the same order of 
magnitude as the first Born scattering araplituoe in the forward direction 
which accounts for the very large SFB2 differential cross sections. The 
shape of the SPl differential cross section is in disagreement with the
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shape of all the other differential cross sections. Near the forward direction, 
the SRB2 differential cross sections are larger than the first Born ones 
(in disagreement with experiment which is smaller) but at slightly larger 
angles (^ 5 ) become smaller than the first Born, in agreement with 
experiment. The shape of the second order potential differential cross 
sections is similar to that of the SRB2 ones. However they are sharply 
peaked in the forward direction and fall much further below the first Born 
differential cross sections than do the SRB2 ones.
Holt et al (1971 b) find that the SRB2 approximation with 
E(3 S) is almost identical to the first Born approximation for this 
transition at the angles and energies considered here. Lassetre et al 
(1954) have measured relative differential cross sections at 511 eV for the 
transitions l^S ->■ 2^S and l^S ->■ 2^P. They normalise their results to the 
first Born approximation for the l^S 2^P differential cross section 
at four small angles. Their results agree closely with the first Born 
approximation and consequently with Holt et al's SRB2 results over the range 
of angles considered here.
Hidalgo and Geltman (1972) have calculated differential and total cross 
sections using the coulomb projected Born approximation. The wave functions 
they use give different first Born cross sections to those presented here, so 
an exact comparison is not possible. However their results have the following 
form. In the forward direction, their coulomb projected Born results lie 
approximately 5% below their first Born results, but'at larger angles of
scattering (>15°) rise significantly above their first Born results.
1 1In Table 8, the total 1 S 2 S cross sections, are compared. As 
expected from consideration of the differential cross sections, the SFB2 
result is much too large. Although the SPl result appears to be in best 
agreement with experiment, owing to the shape of the differential cross section 
this is again probably fortuitous. The SRB2 results lie at least 5% lower tlian 
the first Born results at all energies considered, whereas Holt et al s SRB2
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results lie within 1% of their first Born results. However none of the 
Born calculations lie within the error brackets (± 10%) of the experimental 
data, even at 400 eV.
The coulomb projected Born total cross sections lie below their 
respective first Born total cross sections at all energies considered, 
but the correction is only 60% of that to the first Born approximation 
by the SRB2 approximation. The second order potential results of 
Berrington et al (1972) give best agreement with the experimental data of 
Vriens et al, but are still outside the error brackets of the experiment,
1
5.4 Excitation of the 2 P state of Helium
In this case, it proved difficult to calculate the imaginary part 
of the second Born correction arising from the 2^P intermediate state 
(c.f. sections 3.6 and 4.4). Since this is expected to be an important 
contribution to the imaginary part, only SRB2 cross sections were calculated.
The differential cross sections are compared with experiment. Holt 
et al (1971 b) and Berrington et al (1972) in Table 9. The SRB2 results are a 
considerable improvement on the first Born results and are also superior 
to those of Holt et al, but still over estimate the forward peak. The 
second order potential differential cross sections lie slightly above the 
SRB2 ones at all angles, but below the first Born cross sections. The 
coulomb projected Born results lie below the first Born results in the 
forward direction but at angles of scattering greater than 15° lie well above 
the first Born differential cross sections. This is in contrast to the 
SRB2 differential cross sections which become negative, and hence meaning­
less, at angles greater than about 30°.
In Table 10 total cross sections are compared. The SRB2 total cross 
sections are lower than first Born, whereas Holt et .al find their SRB2 total 
cross sections are larger than their first Born ones. Also the SRB2 results 
are in good agreement with the experimental results of Vriens et al down to 
200 eV, whereas the first Born approximation is outside the quoted errors
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on this experiment up to 400 eV, Berrington et al's total cross sections 
lie slightly below their first Born total cross sections at the energies 
considered here. Hidalgo and Geltman's coulomb projected Born total cross 
sections lie well above their first Born total cross sections.
In figure 10, the first Born and SRB2 total cross sections are compared 
with the experimental results of Vriens et al renormalised and the results 
of three optical experiments (Moustafa Moussa (1967), de Jongh and van Eck 
(1971), Donaldson et al (1972)). The total cross sections of the optical 
experiments are made absolute by using the theoretical value for the 
optical oscillator strength. The SRB2 results are in good agreement with the 
recent results of Donaldson et al (1972) at all energies except the lowest 
considered (200 eV). The results of de Jongh and van Eck (1971) lie between 
the SRB2 and the first Born results while those of Moustafa Moussa (1967) 
lie below the SRB2 results.
5.5 Excitation of the 3 d and 4 d states of Hydrogen
Since to date, the excitation of d final states has not been 
investigated in the second Bom approximation, results for collisions 
with both Hydrogen and Helium atoms are presented. The calculations 
have been performed using tv/o different choices of A in
simplification approximation (c.f. section 2,4). Those results denoted
SB2 2
by SRB2 used values of A chosen so that M t  £ (k, , O) takes
av it i
the exact value given by Holt (1972). That is, 'is chosen so that
the simplified second Born scattering amplituMe takes the correct
for fonward elastic scattering. As in the case of Helium atom collisions,
it is found that A is dependent on the incident electron energy and
av
for incident electrons having wave numbers *2, 3, 4 and 5, A takes the values
1.07, 1.5, 2.0 and 2.45. The results denoted by #3 were obtained by setting
A = 0,5 for all incident electron energies. This choice is very similar 
av
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to that of Holt and Moiseiwitsch (1968) who choose A to be the
av
eigen energy of the first state not explicitly included in the summation
(i.e. if all states up to 5p are included explicitly then A =
av
E(6p) = 0.46811). Also calculations have been performed in tJrie 
truncation approximation. That is the infinite summation occurring 
in the expression for the second Born correction to the scattering 
amplitude is truncated, after having included those states whose con­
tributions to the sum are expected to be large.
Total cross sections for the excitation of the 3d state of 
Hydrogen are presented in Table 11. Including s intermediate 
states in the truncation approximation has little effect on the total 
cross sections whereas the p intermediate states give significant 
contributions. In the truncation approximation the convergence is slow 
as the number of p states included increases and the total cross 
sections are decreased at all energies relative to the first Born results.
The convergence in the SRB2 approximation is better and except at the highest 
incident electron energy the total cross sections lie below the first 
Born ones. The HM total cross sections lie above the first Born ones 
at all energies. The total cross sections for the excitation of the 4d 
state of Hydrogen are presented in Table 12 and the various approximations 
behave in a similar fashion to that for the excitation of the 3d state.
Tie truncation and SRB2 approximations decrease the total cross section 
relative to first Born whilst the HM approximation increases it.
Bhadra and Ghosh (1971) have used the Glauber approximation to calculate 
total cross sections for the excitation of the 3d state of Hydrogen by 
electron impact. They find tliat the Glauber results lie below the first Born 
results at all incident electron energies, being 13% below at 50 eV
2) . However the Glauber result tends rapidly to the first Born result 
with increasing incident electron energy, being indistinguishable from it 
at energies above 200 eV ( k ^ 4).
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5.6 Excitation of the 3^D and 4^D states of Helium
Differential cross sections for the excitation of the 3^D state
are shown in Figures 11 and 12, both in the SRB2 approximation and the
HM approximation with = 0.88974, The HM values always lie below the
first Born results and tend to very small values in the forward direction.
At the lowest energy the HI4 approximation fails in the forward direction
2
giving a negative value of l(0,k^ ). The SRB2 approximation is not reliable at
2large scattering angles where l(0,k^ ) goes negative. At all the energies 
considered the SRB2 results lie below both the first Born and the HM 
approximation for 0 > 5° but are approximately 50% larger at small 
angles than the first Born values.
The total cross section results for 3^D excitation are shown in 
Figure 13 where they are compared with the experimental results of 
Moustafa Moussa (1967), St. John et al (1964) and the first Born results. 
Numerical values are given in Table 13. All the theoretical predictions 
lie below Moustafa Moussa's experimental values (and consequently below 
those of St. John et al) and are outside their quoted experimental errors.
The SRB2 cross sections lie below tlie first Born values and the HM results 
lie between the SRB2 and the first Born values. The second Born correction 
is small at impact energies above 400 eV but the SRB2 values lie 40% below 
the first Born values at 200 eV. Renorraalising Moustafa Moussa's experi­
mental values to the first Born approximation at 1 keV brings them into 
close agreement with the first Born values at all energies down to 200 eV 
but they remain inconsistent with either the SRB2 approximation or the HM 
approximation below 300 eV.
Differential cross sections for the 4^D excitation are shown in
Figures 14 and 15 and need not be discussed in detail, the pattern following 
1that of the 3 D case.
The corresponding total cross sections are shown in Figure 16 and 
the numerical values presented in Table 14. The second Born results 
differ little from the first Born results above 400 eV and are 10%
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lower at 200 eV, All three theoretical results lie between the 
experimental values of Thomas and Bent (1967) and Hasselkamp et al (1971), 
which differ among themselves by 60% at 200 eV, Tie earlier results of 
Moustafa Moussa (1967) are in reasonable agreement with those of 
Hasselkamp et al(1971)^ The recent results of van Raan et al (1971) are 
a factor of two higher than the theoretical values at 200 eV but tend to 
Moustafa Moussa's values at higher energies. The measurements of St. John 
et al (1964) lie higher still and appear to have a different energy 
dependence. A renormalisation of the experimental results to the first 
Born values at 1 keV as suggested by Bell et al (1968) would appear to be 
plausible.
5.7 Excitation of Model Doubly Excited States of Helium
Helium is the simplest atom for which tv/o electron processes may 
occur, i.e. double excitation, simultaneous excitation and ionization. 
Owing to the techniques used in evaluating the second Born correction it 
is necessary to use simple wave functions to represent the doubly excited 
states of Helium and consequently the results presented here are intended 
as a guide to the magnitude of the second Born correction rather than as 
absolute values.
The doubly excited states of Helium are embedded in the (He^(ls) t e) 
continuum and consequently one would esgpect there to be considerable 
interaction between the doubly excited states and the continnum, The 
wave functions used for the doubly excited states are suitably symmetrised 
products of hydrogenic orbitals and consequently the Interaction with the 
continuum is not taken into account. The first B o m  results for the 
excitation of the (2s,2p)^P, (2s,3p)^P and (3s,2p)^P states agree with 
those obtained by Gillespie (1971) using the same wave functions. Be 
also reports first Born calculations using a Eylleraas ground state wave 
function for Helium which leads to significantly di:
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The n=2 level of He is degenerate (2s and 2p) so one would 
expect two separate series of excited Helium states to converge to this 
limit: namely (2s,np) and (2p,ns) . However experimentally Madden and 
Codling (1963) found only one such series. Cooper et al (1963) postulated that 
the series (2s,np) and (2p,ns) interact to form the new series (2n+) 
and (2n-) defined by
yilrii)j^yl2s^r^)tyi2pjn^)
2
where the (Is) (2n-) optical transition is quasi-forbidden. Using 
the wave functions described in section 3.2, the (Is)^ (2n+) optical
transition is quasi-forbidden. This is in apparent contradiction with the 
calculations of Altick and Moore (1966) and Burke and McVicar (1965), who 
used more accurate wave functions which included the interaction with the 
continuum.
The calculated differential cross sections at 200 eV are shown in
2Figure 17. The intermediate states explicitly included are (Is) ,
(ls,2s,), (Is,3s), (ls,2p), (ls,3p), (2s,2p), (2s,3p) and (3s,2p).
In each case the upper curve is the first Born result and the lower 
one the SRB2 result. The SRB2 differential cross sections become negative 
at scattering angles greater than 25°.
Total cross sections are presented in Table 15, In no case is the 
second Born correction negligible at any energy below^ 1 keV while at the 
lowest energy considered (200 eV) the SRB2 results are almost a factor of 
two smaller than those obtained in the first Bom correction. This is not 
unexpected since the first Born result is identically zero for double ^ 
excitation if uncorrelated separable wave functions are used, whereas the 
second Born correction would be non-zero. The total,cross sections are 
very slowly varying with incident electron energy in the
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The process of simultaneous excitation and ionization is of interest 
in auroral physics and has only been treated in the first Born approximation. 
The correction at 200 eV for the sequence (2s,np) seems only weakly 
dependent on n and it could be argued that it is likely to remain 
significant for large n and hence for (2s,kp) k^ > 0, which is a 
typical example of a simultaneous excitation and ionization process,
5.8 Conclusions
It has been shown in section 2.3 that the second Born scattering ampli­
tude satisfies certain identities and these identities may be used to calculate 
the "average energy" parameter to be used in a simplifying approxima­
tion similar to that of Holt and Moiseiwitsch (1968). With this choice 
of A^^ the simplified second Born elastic scattering amplitude takes the 
correct value in the forward direction. For elastic scattering and excitation 
of the 2^S state of Helium various approximations were used to obtain 
differential cross sections from the second Born scattering amplitudes.
Of these, the third order approximation of Kingston et al (1960)gave best 
agreement with the experimental data of Vriens et al (1968a, b) renormalised 
to Chamberlain et al (1970).
The results using this choice of A^^ and the third order approximation 
(to be denoted by SRB2) give poor agreement with experimental elastic 
scattering data but improved agreement for the l^S 2*"S and 2^P
inelastic transitions. For these cases, the second Born correction 
decreases the first Born total cross section by at least 3% at impact 
energies of forty times the threshold, and consequently experimental relative 
cross sections normalised to first Born at or below this energy may be less 
reliable than is usually supposed.
For excitation of the states of Helium it is not possible to draw -
unambiguous conclusions, either on the reliability of the second 
correction from experiment, or on the accuracy of a particular experiment
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from the second Born calculations. However it would appear to be plausible 
to normalise relative experimental measurements to the first Born values at 
energies above 1 keV.
For excitation of the model doubly excited states large corrections 
occur in the SRB2 approximation and it is suggested that similar corrections 
to the first Born approximation will arise in considering simultaneous 
excitation and ionization at low and intermediate energies.
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TABLE 1
A comparison between the truncated, Holt and Moiseiwitsch and exact forward 
elastic scattering amplitudes for electron-hydrogen atom collisions.
*
Truncated HÎ4'*' Exact ■
*
Truncated HI^ ”^ Exact
3 0.664 1.149 1.207 0.815 1.571 1.456
4 0.501 0.843 0.878 0.708 1.264 1.334
5 0.401 0.665 0.689 0.625 1.160 1.111
*
All states up to and including those with principle quantum number three 
summed,
^All states up to and including those with principle quantum nunher 100 
explicitly included.
TABLE 2
A comparison between the Holt and Moiseiwitsch and dispersion relation
real forward elastic scattering amplitudes for electron-helium atom collisions
+
Electron energy (eV) HI4 Dispersion Relation
200 2.245 1.705






av (in atomic units) used in this thesis
Electron energy (eV) Ri f Im f
N=1 N=2 N=■3 N=1 N=2 M«3
200 5.65 6.7 7.1 . 3.15 3.6 3.8
, 300 7.4 8.9 9.55 3.2 3.7 3.9
400 8.9 10,9 11..65 3.5 4.1 4.35
500 10.2 12.5 13.45 3.6 4.45 4.7
1000 15.05 18.75 20.3 4.55 5.5 5.9
TABLE 4
Coefficients of the Cohen-McEachran and modified (ls,2s)2^S wave fmuctiow.
Cohen-McEachran 1.0 2.0986 -3.8653(—1) 4.6059(—2) —1*504(-2)
Modified 1.0. 2.2786 —3.6640(—1| 5.1369 (—2) —1.035 (—6)




First Born cross sections for the l^S 2^S process in units of
10“  ^ÏÏ . 
o
Energy (eV) 200 300 400 500














Nuclear charges and eigen energies used in the wave functions of the 






















Energies are relative to the single ionization threshold.
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TABLE 7
Total cross sections for the elastic scattering of electrons by Helium
atoms (in tt a ) .o
Energy (eV) 200 300 400 500 1000
First Born 0.221 0.151 0.115 0.0922 0.0468
SFB2 0-.633 0.353 0.234 0.172 ■ ——
SRB2 0.430 0.252 0.175 0.133 0.0593
SPl 0.240 0.158 0.121 0.0977 --
Holt et al. 0.352 0.211 0.149 0.115 --
Berrington et al. 0.215 0.147 0.107 0.088 0.04 5
t
Experiment 0.251 0.171 0.128 0.108 -—
t 200, 300 and 400 eV, Vriens et al (1968b) renormalised to Chamtlerlain
et al (1970) at 5°. 500 eV Bromberg (1969).
TABLE _8




Energy (eV) 200 300 400 500 1000
First Born 11.6 7.87 5.97 ' 4.81 2.40
SFB2 20.6 12.0 8.34 6.35 --
SRB2 10.4 7.28 5.62 4.57 2. 33
SPl 7.02 5.40 4.42 3.73
-—
Holt et al. 11.63 7.84 5.92 4.75 --
Berrington et al. 9.26 6.64 5.20 4.24 2.23
t
Experiment 6.7 5.3 • 4.7 — — --
Vriens et al (1968a) renormalised.
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table 9
Differential cross sections for the excitation of the 2 P state of Helium
2
by electron impact (in a^ / sr).
Energy (eV) 200 ; 400
Angle 0° 5° 10° 0° 5° 10°
First Born 15.13 3.47 0.69 32.96 1.90 0.21
SRB2 13.43 3.00 0.56 30.86 1.73 0.17
Holt et al. 14.74 3.47 .0.67 31.83 1.93 0.21
Berrington et al. 13.8 3.3 0.65 -- 1.83 0.18
tExperiment 11.90 2.91 0.56 28.94 1.78 0.18
Vriens et al (1968a) normalised.
TABLE 10
Total cross sections "for the excitation of the 2 P state of Helium by
- 2  2
electron impact (in 10 tt a^).







Berrington et al. 10.5



















"^ The values quoted are tliose given by Hunt (1971). Columns 3 and 4 of 
Table 3 of the paper by Holt et al (1971b) appear to have been interchanged,
hririens et al (1968a) renormalised.
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TABLE 11
Total cross section for the excitation of the 3d state of Hydrogen by
-3 2
electron impact (10 tt a ) .
o
Approximation States explicitly “2.Wave number (a ) o
included. 2 3 4 5
First Born — — 13.65 6.882 4.032 2.628
Truncation 1&+3S. 13.85 6.873 4.018 2.619
Truncation ls-^3s, 2p-)-3p. 9.466 5.723 3.653 2.479
Truncation ls->3s, 2p^5p. 11.45 6.212 3.811 2.541
SRB2 ls-»3s,2p-»3p. 9.184 6.138 3.899 2.637
SRB2 ls->3s, 2p^5p. 10.50 6.367 3.950 2.641
HM ls->3s, 2p->5p.
TABLE 12
14.42 7.181 4.181 2.707
Total cross section for excitation of
-3 2electron impact (10 n a^ ) .
the 4d state of Hydrogen by
Approximation States explicitly Wave number (a;')
included. 2 3 4 5
First Born ---- 6.463 3.261 1.910 1.245
Truncation ls->3s ,2p-»5p. 4.614 2.660 1.700 1.160
SRB2 ls->3s, 2p->-5p. 4.275 2.784 1.782 1.215
HM ls->3s,2p->5p. 7.127 3.440 1.988 1.284
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TABLE 13
Total cross section for the excitation of the 3^D state of Helium by
-20 2electron.impact (10 ) ,
cm
Approximation States explicitly Energy (eV)
included. 200 300 400 500 1000
First Born -- 5.133 3.579 2.732 2.200 1.102
SRB2 ls-^ 3s ,2p-)6p. 3.287 2.760 2,266 1,888 1.032
HM ls->3s,2p->5p. 3.878 3.040 2.443 2.025 1.069
TABLE 14
Total cross section for the excitation of the 4 D state of Helium by 
electron impact (10 cm^).
Approximation States explicitly Energy (eV)
included. 200 300 400 500 1000
First Born — 2.729 1.905 1.455 1.172 0.587
SRB2 ls->-4s,2p->6p. 2.366 1.779 1.427 1.178 0.597
HM ls-f4s,2p-*6p. 2.008 1.591 1^285 1.068 0.566
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TABLE 15
Total cross section for the excitation of the model doubly excited states
2
of Hélium by electron impact (tt a ),
o
Final State Approximation 200 eV 300 eV 400 eV 500 eV 1000 eV
(2s,2p) HI 2.00 (-3) 1.96 (-3) 1.82 (-3) 1.68 (-3) 1.23 (-3)
SRB2 1.18 (-3) 1.43 (-3) 1.43 (-3) 1.38 (-3) 1.10 (-3)
(2s,3p) B1 1.58(-4) 1.64(-4) 1.56(-4) 1.46(-4) 1.10(-4)
SRB2 0.84(-4) 1.10(-4) 1.14(-4) 1.11(-4) 0.92(-4)
(3s,2p) B1 4.08(-4) 3.96(-4) 3.66(-4) 3.36(-4) 2.42(-4)
SRB2 2.11(-4) 2.73(-4) 2.80(-4) 2.70(-4) 2.14(-4)
(23 -) B1 5.35(-4) 5.34(-4) 4.99(-4) 4.61(-4) 3.38(-4)
SRB2 2.78 (-4) 3.62 (-4) 3.73 (-4) 3.63 (-4) 2.94(-4)
(23 +) B1 3.03(-5) 2.63(-5) 2.30(-5) 2.04(-5) 1.34(-5)
SRB2 1.73 (-5) 2.03 (-5) 1.97 (-5) 1.84 (-5) 1.32 (-5)
The figure in brackets after each entry indicates the power of ten by 
which that entry is to be multiplied.
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Figure 5. Variation of R& (8,k^) with angle of
scattering 0 for excitation of the 3^D and 
4^D states of Helium by the impact of 
200 eV electrons.
First Born scattering amplitude.
—  Contribution from intermediate state.
Contribution from 3^P intermediate state.
•X— X— Contribution from 4^P intermediate state. 










Figures 6 and 7. Differential cross sections for the elastic 
scattering of 500, 400, 300 and 200 eV
2
electrons by Helium (in a^ / sr).
First Born Approximation 
SRB2 Approximation
"X— X—  SPl Approximation 
*0— 0—  SFB2 Approximation 
—  0 —  Holt et al (1971b)
2^ Experimental results of Bromberg
(1969) at 500 eV, Vriens et al .(1968b) 
renormalised to Chamberlain et al (1970), 
at 400, 300 and 200 eV.
F i e i / f î B  b
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Figures 8 and 9. Differential cross sections for the excitation
of the 2^S state of Helium by the impact of 500, 400,
2
300 and 200 eV electrons (in a^ / sr).
------ —  First Born Approximation
  —  SRB2 Approximation
— X— X—  SPl Approximation
—  0— 0—  SFB2 Approximation
—  ♦— «—  Berrington et al (1972)
^  Experimental results of Vriens et al (1968a) 
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Figure 10, Total cross sections for the excitation of the
1 22 P state of Helium by electron impact, (in ïï a^)
First Born Approximation
  —  —  SRB2 Approximation
Vriens et al (1958a) renormalised to 
Chamberlain et al (1970)
O  de Jongh and van Eck (1971)
O Donaldson et al (1972)
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FIGURE CAPTION
Figures 11 and 12, Differential cross sections for the excitation of
the 3^D state of Helium by the impact of 500, 400, 300
2
and 200 eV electrons (in a^ / sr).
First Born Approximation
SRB2 Approximation
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FIGURE CAPTION
Figure 13. Total cross sections for the excitation of the
1 2 3 D state of Helium by electron impact (in ïï a^).
First Born Approximation
• —  —  SRB2 Approximation 
—  •—  HI/I Approximation
St. John et al (1964) 
-0 Moustafa Moussa (1967)
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FIGURE CAPTION
Figures 14 and 15. Differential cross sections for the excitation
of the 4^D state of Helium by the impact of 500, 400,
2300 and 200 eV electrons (in a / sr).
o
First Born Approximation
- —  —  SRB2 Approximation 
.0 — «—  fjjyi Approximation.
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FIGURE CAPTION
Figure 16. Total cross section for the excitation of the
1 2 
4 D state of Helium by electron impact (in tt a^).
  SRB2 Approximation
—X  van Raan et al (1971)
—0--- Moustafa Moussa (1967)
— #---  Hasselkamp et al (1971)















Figure 17. Differential cross sections for the excitation of
the model doubly excited states of Helium
2
by 200 eV electrons (in a^ / sr).
 ------(2s2p)
' —  (23 -)
■o— *—  (3s,2p) 
•X— X—  (2s, 3p) 
-0— 0—  (23 +)
- 117-
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\
ftfijfe of ica.ttènn^ ( d e y ^ e s )
- 1  î 8 “
f i P P Ê A / W X  fi
^  I t )  =  S ! " <  '  w4iM^ s u is k fv n iu J ^  d d ik
c , ç . , i y  ‘ >
T i Ë  ( î J - J m T c V ®
(Ü'j
f . J t )
'] iî) = -Jvfv
( t )  =  J â w  L
( '  ^ M y *  (t)
, 0  - f  f  / 2 - / - /
i m  = . J ü T  C m
( A 3 )
( A L )
( A 5 )
( A 6 )
( A 7 )
APPENDIX B
T /  , , (Bi)l{n6^m-,as,ms;i} =t 2
^ It
The t dependence is contained in terms of the form E(ns,n's;t) - 
E(ns,n's;0) (c.f. (3,16)). Using the transformation (3.36),(Bl)
is obtained.
I  •  / Î 7 ; t  y , ^ l î j |
The Jb dependence is contained in terms of the form E (ms,m'p^ ;_t)
[E(mp ,m's; )^1 which may be written as^ ^ Ê )  R  (  ^  [ t j  f? (t)
Using (A2) (^A3)J and (3.23) together with (3.31) gives (B2)
jT(B3)J respectively.
Tlie _t dependence is contained in terms of the form E (md^  ,m's ;_t) which 
may be written as ^  . Using (A6) and (3,23)
together with (3.31) gives (B4).
t-j=
nr—' V* if-] /1 ^ ' I ? Y V-J2UV t k








= 2 £ ( fiY>,nv/y o)j^ E - B ^)]
+  2 B ( n 6 , n y , û ) j  l  ^  [tj E i t )  ~
The last term of (B5) is obtained from the X=2 term of this
expression by using (A5) and (3.23) together with (3.31). The first 
term is obtained from the remainder of this expression by applying the 
transformation (3.36) twice. , . . . ,
k
^ , , \
I  ( /M, W  ; J P j  = I  t  Vlyu^ip ) [ Q y t  ^
, (B6)
-yu“
Only one term contains the Jt dependence of this matrix element, 
namely E (md,m'p^; 1:) and using (3.33), (A6) and (A7) one obtains (B6).
- 1 2 1 -
appendix c
The following tables of. scattering amplitudes are contained 
in this Appendix:-
Table Cl, Elastic scattering of electrons by Helium atoms.
1
Table C2. Excitation of the 2 S state of Helium by electron impact.
Table C3. Excitation of the 2^P state of Helium by electron impact.
1Table C4. Excitation of the 3 D state of Helium by electron impact
(SRB2 Approximation).
1
Table C5. Excitation of the 3 D state of Helium by electron impact
(HM Approximation).
Table C6. Excitation of the 4^D state of Helium by electron impact
(SRB2 Approximation).
Table C7. Excitation of the 4^D state of Helium by electron impact
(HM Approximation).
Table C8. Excitation of the (2s,2p) state of Helium by electron impact.
Table C9) Excitation of the (3s,2p) state of Helium by electron impact.
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